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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO : TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1861.

NUMBER 23.
SB—

gling in any other mode or by any other means
3 he Ifff. DeSrpop Jktyocirqiic
than those provided by law. Will the Senate
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING,
and the country that, under the pretext of pre
KY L,. UARFER.
venting smuggling, the President can close a
port created by law, and stop all commerce con
0 ce in Woodward’s Block, Third Story nected
with it? Will he intimate that, therefore
■*» ERMS—T wo Dollars per annum, payablo in ad- the President will prevent her going there?—
co; $2.50 within six months ; $3,00 aftor the ex- The law gives him no such power ; no such dis
cretion. The suggestion, therefore, of the Sen
fir tion of the year.
ator from New York, that these ports of the Un
ited States are to be blockaded by the Navy, at
ihe discretion of he President, under pretense
of preventing smuggling, only shows how loose
ly even Senators talk about the power and duties
of the President. It is no use to argue the ques
SPEECH OF
tion. There is no law that authorizes it. To
HON. S. A. DOUGLAS,
do the act, or even attempt it, would be one
In the U. S. Senate, on the 16thof March, of these high crimes and usurpations that would
18OI, the last one he delivered in the justly subject the President of the United States
Hulls of Congress and the last official to impeachment.
act of his lite.
But we are told that the President is going to
enforce the laws in the seceded States. How?
In this state of the case, for the purpose of By calling out the militia and using the army
quieting the apprehensions of the country, and and navy 1 These terms are used as freely and
<demonstrating, first, that the President does not flippantly as if we were a military government
meditate war, and secondly, that he has no means where martial law was the only rule of action;
for prosecuting the war against the seceding and the will of the monarch was the only law on
States even if he desired, I bring in this resolu the subject.
tion. Attempts are mado to prevent its consid
Sir. the President cannot use the Army, or the
eration. It is suggested that the discussiou of Navy, for any purpose not authorized by law.—
it at this time would be, if not improper, at least, What is that ? If there be an insurrection in
injurious. What had effect can result from an any State against law and the authorities there
swering the inquiries contained in this resolu of, the President can use the military to put it
tion? If the policy of the Administration be down only when called upon by the State Legis
peace, aud if the answers be such as I anticipate lature if it he in session, or if it canDot be con
they will be, it will quiet the country; it will re vened, by the Governor. He cannot interfere
store confidence ; it will cause rejoicing through except when required. If. on the contrary, the
out the length and breadth of the land. If, on insurrection be against the laws of the United
the contrary, the policy be war, it is due the peo States instead of a State, then the President can
pie of the United States that fact should be use the military as a posse comitatus in and of
known, aud that we are willing to be drawn in. the
in such cases as are so extreme
to war irregularly, without the sanction of Con that Marshal
judicial authority and the powers of the
gress or the consent of the country.
The answer to this resolution will quiet the marshal Cannot be used io any case whatever,
country and restoregood feeling among people of except in aid of civil process to assist the marthe different sections. I repeat the conviction that shaljto execute a writ. I shall not quote the law
Mr. Lincoln does not meditate war. Certain I on this subject, but if gentlemen will refer to the
am, that under the laws as they now exist, he acts of 1795 and 1808, they will find that by the
cannot consistent with his oath, do anything that act of 1795 the militia only could be called out
wilt produce collision between the seceded States to aid in the enforcement of the laws when re
and the Federal Government. In the first place sisted to such an extent that the maishal could
he has no power, under the existing laws, to col no overcome the obstruction. By the act of
lect the revenue on shipboard, as it is suggested 1808, the President is authorized to use the Ar
by the partisan press. By the laws of the land, my and navy in all cases where it was before
Ihe revenue must he collected the ports of en lawful to use the militia. Hence the military
try, and the custom houses designated by law, power, no matter whether navy, regulars, volun
except in specific eases provided for in the law teers, or militia, can be used only in aid of the
itself. By reference to the act of the 2d of March civil authorities.
Now, sir, how are you going to create a case
1790, it will be seen that South Carolina is divi
ded into three collection districts; that three in one of these seceded States where the Presi
ports of entry are established ; one at George dent would be authorized to call out the milita
town, one at Georgetown, one at Charlestown, ry? You must first procure a writ from the
and one at Beaufort ; and a collector, surveyor judge describing the crime ; you must place that
and naval officer, are to be appointed “to reside in the hands of the marshal, and must meet such
at Charleston.” The custom house officers are obstructions as render it impossible for him to
required to reside at the ports of entry designa execute it; and then, aud not till then, can you
ted in the law. So it is with all the other States. call upon the military. Where is your judge in
Another section—section eighteen—of the law the seceded States ? Where is you marshal ?—
makes it unlawful to enter goods or collect reve You have no civil authorities there, and the Pres
nue elsewhere than the “ ports of entry” desig ident, in inaugural, tells you he does not intend to
nated in the law. It expressly prohibits the col appoint any. He said he intended to use the
lection of revenue ortho entry of goods at any power confided to Lim, to hold and possess the
other place. Then a subsequent section—sec forts and collect the revenue; but beyond this
tion 85 of the same law — makes one exception he did not intend to go. You are told, therefore,
to thia rule, and that is, in case a vessel is pre in the inaugural, that he is going to appoint no
vented by ice from approoching the pier or wharf judges, no marshals, civil officers, in the seceded
at the port of entry the Cf.ptain, on application btatep, that can execute the law, and hence we
to the collector, may receive a permit to land are told that he does not intend to use the Army
the goods, and pay the duti;s at any place in the the Navy, or the militia, for any such purpose.
district designated in the permit. The case,
Is it your purpose to rush the country blindly
then, where revenue can ba lawfully collected, at into war at a cost of $300,000,000 per annum ;
any other point than the port of entry designated to levy $200,000,000 of direct taxes upon them
in the law, is where the vessel is obstructed by to pay it because you have involved us in civil
the ice from approaching the wharf at such war? Sir, I expect to stand by mv country un
port.
der all circumstances, and hence I will save her,
It has been suggested, and the people of the if I can, from being plunged into a civil war of
country, North and South, have been led to be indefinite duration that will require a quarter of
lieve, that it is the purpose of this Administra a million of men and exoibitant taxation, levied
tion, without the authority of law, to order reve- on one half the American people, to subdue the
ntie cutters down to those Southern ports, and to , other half. Remember this extraordinary acollect revenue on board of them. I wish to I mount of revenue, these extraordinary numbers
call the attention of the Senate and the country or men, are to be called for in eighteen States to
to the fact that the law forbids the collection of fight fifteen ; for it is useless to disguise the fact,
revenue on shipboard or anywhere else, except at that whenever you make the question one of
Charleston, at Savannah, at New Orleans, and peace or war, the slaveholding States will be a
at each one of the ports designated in the law.— unit, and will be eighteen against fifteen. Are
The President of the United States would sub we prepared for civil war, with all its horrors and
ject himself justly and lawfully to impeachment calamities ?
if he should attempt to collect the revenue on ship
I repeat, it is time that the line of policy was
board, or in any other manner, or in any other adopted, and that the country knew it. In my
place than authorized by law. The law in this opinion, we must choose, and that promptly, be
respect stands now just as it did when Gen. Jack- tween one of the three lines of policy.
son, in 1832 called on Congress for additional
1st. The restoration and preservation of the
legislation to enable him to collect revenue at Union, by such amendments to the Constitution
. the port of Charleston. Then Gen. Jackson had as will insure domestic tranquility, safety and
no power to remove the custom house from the equality of all the States, and thus restore peace,
city of Charleston to ship-board in the harbor,— unity and fraternity to the whole country.
Or 2d. A peaceful dissolution of the Union,
He had no power to order the collection of reve
nue anywhere else than the place designated by by recognizing the :ndependence of such States
law. Because of the absenca of legal authority as refuse to remain in the Union without such
to do this, he called on Congress to pass a law constitutional amendments, and the establish
which authorized him to collect the revenne on ments of a liberal system of commercial and so
land or on ship board, anywhere within the har cial intercouse with them by treaties of commerce
bor, other Than at the place designated at the and amity.
Or 3d. War with a view to the subjugation
port of entry. Congress passed the law now
known to the country as the ‘‘force bill.” The and military occupation of those States which
force bill was passed March 2, 1833, and the have seceded or may secede from the Union.
I repeat, that in my opinion you must adopt
first and fifth sections which gave authority to
collect the revenue at any place in the harbor, aud pursue one of those three lines of policy.—
and the power to use military force, expired at The sooner you choose between them and pro
the end of the next session of Congress by the claim your choice to the conntry, the better for
express limitation of the act. Hence the law you, the better for ns, the better for every friend
now stands just as it did before the force bill of liberty and constitutional government through
was passed ; and there is no more authority to out the world. In my opinion the first proposi
collect revenue on ship-board now than there tion is the best, and the last the worst.
I am in favor of such amendments to the Con
•was before the passage of the act of 1833. You
cannot, under law, collect the revenue anywhere stitution as will take that question out of Con
else, either on ship board or on land. Then, gress and restore peace to the Country. That
-wbat danger is there of any collision between may be done by non-intervention—by popular
this Government and the seceded States, upon sovereignty, as it is called, or by the Crittenden
the question of collecting revenue? There is amendment, making equitable partition of the
none, unless Senators suppose that the President territory between the two sections, with a self-ex.
of the United States is going to violate the law ecuting clause prohibiting it on one side and pro
and his oath of office by using force to do that tecting it on the other. It may be done in vari
which the law forbids him to do. I do not be ous ways.
lieve Mr- Lincoln is going to do any such a
I prefer such an amicable settlement to peace
able disunion ; and I prefer it a thousand times
thing.
But we are told that the country is to be pre to civil war. If we can adopt such amendments
cipitated into war by blockading all the South as will be satisfactory to Virginia, North Caroli
ern ports; blockading our own ports with our na, and other border States, the same plan of
own army and navy! Where is the authority pacification which will satisfy them will create a
for that? What law authorizes the President Union party in the Cotton States which will soon
of the United States to blockade federal ports at embrace a large majority of the people in those
discretion? He has no more authority to block States, and bring them back of their own free
ade New Orleans or Charleston than he has to will and accord ; and thus restore, strengthen and
blockade New York or Boston; and no more perpetuate the glorious old Union forever. Irelegal right to blockade Mobile than Chicago.— peat, whatever guarantees will satisfy Maryland
Sir I cannot consent that the President of the and the border States (the States now in the
United States may at his discretion blockade the Union) will create a Union party in the seceded
ports of the United States or any other country. States that will bring them back by the voluntary
He can do only what the Constitution and laws action of their own people. You can restore and
authorize him to do. He dare not obstruct the preserve the government in that way. You can
navigation at the mouth of the Mississippi river, do it in NO OTHER.
TFar is disunion. WAR IS FINAL, ETER
or at Mobile, or at any other port in the seceded
States, or even those that remain loyal to the NAL SEPARATION. Hence disguise it as you
Constitution and the Union. Ihe intimatiou may, every Union man in America must advol
that he is to do this implies a want of respect vale such amendments to the Constitution as wilfor the integrity of the President, or an ignorance preserve peace and restore the Union; while every
of the laws of the laud on the part of the laws of Disunionist whether openly or secretly plotting
the land on the part of those who are disturbing its destruction is the advocate of peaceful seces
the harmony and quiet of the country by threats sion,or of WAR , AS THE SUREST MEANS
OF RENDERING RE-UNION AND RE
of illegal violence.
Mr King—Will the Senator allow me to ask CONSTRUCTION IMPOSSIBLE. Ihave too
him a question in relation to this matter? Is it much respect, for his intellect io believe, for one
not the duty of the President to prevent smug moment, that there is a man for war who is not
a disunionist per se. Hence I do not mean, if I
gling in all ports of this Union ?
Douglas—I am not talking about smug can preserve it, that the enemies of the Union—
gling’ It is°his duty to enforce the laws ;of the men plotting to destroy it—shall drag this coun
try into war under the pretext of protecting the
land in respect to smuggling.
Bat, sir,
DOt hia dutJ t0 Prevcnt 8mu£- public property, and enforcing the laws and col-

PROPHETIC WARNING

lecting revenue, when their objects is disunion,
and WAR THE MEANS OF ACCOMPLISH
ING A CHERISHED PURPOSE.
The disunionists, therefore, are divided into
two classes, the one open, the other secret Se
cessionists. The tne is in fav >r of peaceful se
cession and racognition of independence; the
otjer is in favor of war, as the surest means of
accomplishing the object, and of making the sep
aration final and eternal. I am a UNION MAN,
and hence AGAINST WAR; but if the Union
must be temporarily broken by a revolution, and A. League with Great Britain,
the establishment of a de Jarto government by
OR “ANY OTHER POWER,”
some of the States, let no act be done that will
Advocated
by “Governor" Tod!
prevent restoration and future preservation.—
Peace is the only policy that can lead to that re
sult.
RANK TORY DOCTRINE!
But we are told, and we hear it repeated every
where, that we must find out whether we have Mr. Tod Proposes, in a specified contin
got a government. “ Have we got a govern
gency, to resume our Colonial Vassalment ?” is the question, and we are told we must
age, and become Subjects of Queen Vic
test that qsestion by using the military power to
toria, or “any other man” across the
put down all discontented spirits. Sir, this ques
Atlantic!
tion, “ have we a government?” has been pro
pounded by every tyrant who has tried to keep Freemen, what do you say to that?
his feet on the necks of the people since the
world began. When the Barons demanded Mag
na Charta from King John at Runneymede, he Col. Tod’s Letter of Acceptance.
exclaimed, “ have we a government ?” and called
Columbus, O, Sept, 6th, 1861.
for his army to put down the discontented Barons.
When Charles I. attempted to collect the ships’
Hon. David Tod—Dear Sir I have the hon
money in violation of the Constitution of England or to inform you that you wera unanimously aud
and in disregard of the rights ofthe people, and most enthusiastically nominated candidate for
was resisted by them, he exclaimed, “ have we a Governor, at the people’s Union Convention, held
government? We cannot treat with rebels ; put iu this city yesterday, and it is to be hoped that
down the traitors ; we must show that we have a you will speedily signify your acceptance of the
government.” When James II, was driven from position in such manner as may be consouant
the throne ofEngland for trampling on the lib wit your judgment,
erties of the people, he called for his army, and
With sentiments of high regard, &c.
exclaimed “let us show that we have a govern
THOS. EWING, President.
ment 1” When George III. called upon his ar
J. M. Coffinberry, Sec'y.
my to put down the rebellion in America, Lord
North cried lustily, “ no compromise with trait
To lire People of Ohio.
ors , let us demonstrate that we have a govern
In responding to my nomination by your rep
ment.” When in 1848, the people rose upon resentatives in Convent on at Columbus ou the
their tyrants all over Europe, and demanded 5th inst., intelligence of which has this day been
guarantees for their rights every crown head ex officially comtnmicated to me, and in the accept
claimed, “ have we a government?” and appeal ance of the same, it is meet I should express to
ed to the army to vindicate their authority and you as my sense of the obligation which this high
enforce the law.
honor confers. Language fails me in this at
Sir, the history of the world does not fail to tempt, as I can conceive of no more distinguish,
condemn the folly, weakness and wickedness of ed mark of your confidence at this critical junc
that government which drew its sword upon its ture, throu h so intelligent and patriotic a con
own people when they demanded guarantees for vention of representatives assembled from all
their rights. This cry, that we must have a parts of the State, reflect1 ng the sentiments of
government, is merely following example of the the highest interests and most important con
besotted Bourbon, who never learned anything cerns involved in what may with truth be termed
by misfortune, never forgave au injury, never tor- a struggle for our national existence.
got an affront. Must we demonstrate that we
Beliave me wr en I assure you I fully appre
gave a government, and coerce obedience with ciate the vast responsibility attached to the po
out reference to the justice or injustice of the sition of Chief Magistrate of our State at this
complaints? Sir, whenever ten million people critical period in its affairs, and duly sensible of
proclaim to yon, wiih one unanimous voice, that my own demerits, and were it not that I rely up
they apprehend their firesides, and their family on your generous forbearance, I should hesitate
altars ars in danger, it becomes a wise govern to accept what your distinguished impartiality
ment to listen to the appeal, and to remove the with such unparalleled unanimity have assigned
apprehension. History does not record an exanp roe.
pie where any human government has been
Without going into a discussion of the circum
strong enough to crush ten millions of people in stances and events which have brought about
to subjection when they believed their rights and the present alarming and unhappy condition of
liberties are imperilled, without first converting our national affairs, as these must now be appa
the goverument into a despotism and destroyi g rent to all. I will content myself hy «&y>ng
the last vestige of freedom.
the issue presented to us as a people in the san
Let us take warning from the examples of the guinary struggle forced upon us by the ambitious
past. Wherever a government has refused to lis and designing leaders of the Southern rebellion,
ten to the complaints of er people, and attempt is, that of man's capacity for-self government.
ed to put down their murmurs by the bayonet, The whole question to be tried aud settled—set
they have paid the penalty. Of all those who to tled iu such a way that nothing io human power
the people in 1848, and granted charters of lib can ever disturb or change it again, is then,
eriy, and took an oath to support them, only one “Whether man is capable of governing himself.”
has been faithful, and he has been rewarded for Should it not be shown when every resource and
his fidelity. The King of Sardinia granted a con sacrifice has been made—and I would exhaust ev
stitution, took an oath to support it and to day cry means in our power first ere yielding, then
he is King of Italy. If George III. had listened in order that ice might have our rights protected
to the murmurs of our fathers, and granted their and our liberties preserved in some degree ap
just demands, the war of the Revolution would proaching the perfection of our hitherto suppo
have been averted, and the blood that was spilled sed impregnable system of free government, I
would have been saved.
WOULD CONSENT TO BE TAKEN UN
If we consider this question calmly, and make DER THE PROTECTION OF OUR ONCE
such amendments ns will convince the people of SO CALLED MOTHER COUNTRY, OR ANY
the Southern States that they are safe and secure OTHER POWER capable of maintaining for
in their persons, in their property, and in their us ihe respect of the nations of the globe.
family relations, within the Union, we can restore
That we shall eventually succeed in settling
and preserve it. If we cannot satisfy the people this question to the satisfaction of all of the world
of the border States that they may remain in the beyond the hitherto expressed doubts and sus
Union with safety, dissolution is inevitable.— picions of foreign potentates, statesman and pres
Then the simple question comes back, what shell ses, I havo not the remotest doubt, but that we
be the policy ofthe Union men of this country? shall be required to exercise all of those higher
What man in all America, with a heart in his attributes of which man is capable, patient and
bosom, who kn ws the facts connected with Fort persevering purpose, inflexible will, unshaken
Sumter, can hesitate in saying that duty honor, fortitude and unshrinking courage the already
patriotism, humanity require that Anderson and written experience of the past few months have
his gallant band should be instantly withdrawn ? indicat d. And it is the source of the heartiest
Sir, I am not afraid to say so.
congratulation that we can already point to the
I would scorn to take a party advantage or glorious actions of onr noble volunteers thus
manufacture partisan capital out of an act of pa early, and feel within our hearts, that the num
triotistn.
ber of these invincible soldiers have only to be
Peace is the only policy that can save the coun increased, and their welfare and comfort consid
try. Let peace be proclaimed as the policy, you ering and cared for to the utmost of our resources,
will find that a thrill of joy v ill animate the heart to have abundent evidence of the success which,
of every patriot in the iand; confidence will be thought it may be temporarily interrupted, must
restored; business will be revived, joy will glad eventually perch upon your banners.
den every heart ; bonfires will blaze upon the
It is the duty of every man who can bear arms
hill tops, and in the valleys, and the chnrch bells at this juncture, imperative necessary alone pre
will proclaim the glad tidings in every city, town venting,—when his efforts should be given in
and village in America, and the apulause of a another direction towards strengthening the
grateful people will greet you everywhere. Pro1 cause and aiding the Government, to rally to
claim the policy of war, and there will be gloom the standard of his country and be counted
and sadness and despair pictured upo ■ the face among the heroes of the greatest, as it will be 1
of every patriot in the land. A war of kindred, the most extraordinary revolution since the
family and friends, father against son, mother world began. The struggle of our ancestors
against daughter, brother against brother, to sub was for self government, our stiuggle is to main
jugate one half of this country into obedience to tain it, and under the blessings of the same God
the other half; if you do not mean this, if you who smiled upon Washington and his barefoot
mean peace, let this be adopted, and give the ed and half-starved comrades, we icill do it!
President the opportunity, through the Secretary
Those who cannot aid in the cause in the field
of war, to speak the word “peace,” and thirty may yet do much while pursuing their ordinary
millions of people will bbss him with their pray avocation ; the sinews of war are needed and
ers, and honor him with their shouts of joy.
these they may help to contribute, every man as
far as his means will warrant; and there should
The Oyster Season.
scarcely be a limit to this when it is considered
The Baltimore papers are discussing the pros that if our Government is destroyed, property
pects of the oyster trade this season, and from will have lost whatever value its free institutions
their remarks on the subject we gather the some and enlightened laws conferred. In this view,
what unpleasant fact that while the supply must the National loan, based npon such security as
necessarily be limited, the quality of the article underlies the existence of the Federal Govern
likely to come into market will not come up, by ment and the value of all property, and to which
any means, to the standard of previous years.— no other species of security can at all approxi
The principal sources of supply on the Virginia mate iu value, should be as liberally subscribed
shore are entirely cut off, so that the whole depen to as so much of a lien on life, for what is life
dence must be on the Maryland beds. The worth without liberty ? And is not liberty to be
mouths of the Pocomoke, Monokin, Wicomico purchased and secuied at every cost? The char'
and Nanticoke, together with the Fishing bay, aeter of the National Loan is such that nearly
are the best deposits of oysters, but are not equal all classes may participate in its subscription,
in flavor to these of the Virginia rivers, while and it is better that ten men should subscribe to
they are inferior in size. The upper tributaries a $1,000 of its notes, than that the honor and
of the Chesapeake also afford large quantities, profit should fall to one.
the principal of which are the Little Choptank
Our system of taxation may require revision ;
and Miles rivers, but they are inferior in flavor as it now operates some escape who should be
and size. Heretofore the trade has given em found, while others suffer whose burthens should
ployment to some six thousand persons, and to be lightened. Equality that like the dews of
about four hundred vessels, while the annual re heavens—each may bear, in proportion, his just
ceipts of the trade were upwards of one and a share, is what is required, what it should be our
half million of dollars. It is now estimated that aim to secure.
the bu8inesss will fall off more than fifty per cent.,
The unprepared state in which the opening of
and an equal per centage of persons and vessels the war found our State Government, naturally
will be left without their usual employments.— created many obstacles, no little confusion, much
The great bulk of the trade heretofore done by delay, and many trying and peculiarly annoying
Baltimore will find its way from Philadelphia and difficulties to both the Executive and the people.
other Northern cities, which thus far have enjoy I am happy to believe that these obstacles are
ed only a comparatively meagre portion of the now mainly removed.
business.
It shall be my aim to give the utmost support
to the National Government, conceiving the doc
As the impression that the Governor will trine of secession to be entirely destructive of
probably be obliged to draft men for the war is our national existence without which it will be
impossible to govern ourselves, regarding the or
spreading in all directions, preparations should iginal compact of the Federal Union not ono of
be made by each State to meet such a requisition the. States, but of the people, and adhering to
the sever to be Shaken belief that they—the peo
with the utmost promptness.

What Tod Proposes!

startlinTSBncement!

■!!*■■■

ple— and by this I mean the people of all the
Mountain, completely routing them, killing eigh
States, or their representatives fairly elected and
ty, and obtaining most of their equipment. Oof
delegated and assembled in National Conven
loss was eight killed.
tion—have alone the right, after the most liberal
The enemy made an advance on Elkwater the!
Interesting from Missouri.
and enlarged debate, to determine its futurd des
same day, with a force ‘supposed to be 15,000
tiny. Believing that the masses of the South
strong, but were driven back by detachments ot1
Jefferson City, Sept. 16.
still love the Union, and would, were they left
men from the 15th Indiana, 3d and 6th Ohio
Special to St. Louis Republican :
untrammeled and unforced, declare to-morrow
Gen. Price, at the head of fifteen to twenty Regiments, and shells from Loomis' (Battery.their will for its continuance, I utterly repudiate thousand men, attacked Lexington Thursday, They have retired some eight or ten miles. A
the monstrous and wicked plea and petition of but we have no particulars of the battle, nor do strong force of Arkansas, Tennessee and Virthe ringleaders of this conspiracy, and would ar we know the result.
j ginia troops also threatened the east side of
gue for war eternally until they are brought to
The troops at Lexington are strongly entrench Cheat Mountain, but have not yet had a gener-,
condign punishment, and their misguided fol ed.
; al engagement. A shell was thrown from one of
lowers restored to season and brought back to a
Gen. Pope, at last accounts, was at Hamilton : Loomis’ guns two miles into the enemy’s camp,
recognition of the true purposes and intentions with 6000 to 8000 troops.
' killing ten and wounding four.
of the Federal Government, from which, by art
The 13th Indiana Regiment had a severe skirS
t. Louia, Sept. 16.
ful cunning and gross misrepresentations, they
1 ml8h with a superior number of the enemy on
Col,
F
B.
Blair,
Jr.,
was,
ordered
yesterday
by
have been missled and blinded. I pray the time
1 the 12th and killed ten or twelve with trifling
may not be long in its approach when our de the Provost Marshal, to report himself under ar i loss. As the enemy advanced on Elkwater the
rest,
on
a
general
charge
of
using
disrespectful
ceived Southern brethren shall be restored to
column was haudsomely checked by a detach
their allegiance, and the more effectually the language when alluding to bis superior officers. ment of the 27th Indiana regiment.
On
Monday
night
last,
whi'e
a
Government
Lieut. Merrill, of the typographical engineers,
war is prosecuted to this end the speedier the
hour will come, when we shall behold the Union vessel, name unknown, was conveying a number was taken prisoner by the rebels while on hie
of
prisoners
from
Lexington
to
Fort
Leavenworth
way to Cheat Mountain.
as it was—as it was intended to be—as it must
and shall be—not a pillar withdrrwn from its for better security, she broke her rudder between
Mill
and
Kansas
City,
and
was
obliged
to
iand
From Washington.
magnificent temple, not a star erased from its
shortly after. On reaching shore, a company of
Special to the Post:
glorious constellation.
There is a rumor to-day that the offer of our
I recognize the full spirit and endorse in every Jackson county secessionists seized the boat and
word, sentence, and as a whole, the platform, released the prisoners, and secured some forty Government to acoept of the proposition of the
Paris Conference in reference to privateering has
simple, pure and honest as it is, upon which I federal soldiers as captives.
Among the killed by the little Plate disaster, been rejected by the European Powers. The re
am placed, and with the best energies with which
I am endowed and am capable, shall aim to car was Barclay Coppic, of the John Brown raid no1 port, however, is not yet confirmed.
The Government has purchased all the woods
ry out its just and righteous principles, and that toriety, together with five or six men with him on
which border on the Railroad from Washington
our brethren of the South may see in it aud in route to join Montgomery’s Kansas regiment.
to the Relay Houss. The timber will be cot
this my endorsement, having hitherto been count
St. Louis, Sept. 16.
ed among those who were their warmest and
Postmaster General Blair and Quartermaster down and transported to Washington to be used
most devoted friends, the sincerity and truthful ' General Meigs left for Washington this morning. as fuel. A large number of men are now em
ness of our purpose in our war for the for the
It is understood that the precise charge on ployed in felling the trees, leaving the track of
sake of the Union, I shall go forward if elected which Col. Blair was arrested is insubordination, the road perfectly clear on both sides.
Information has been received from the Indian
of which I can have no manner of doubt and in communicating while a military officer with
elected by such an unparallelled majority as the authorities at Washington, making com country stating that several tribes of savages
shall convince the world how Ohio can act when plaints against and using disrespectful language have offered to enroll themselves in the ranks of
the Union is in danger and its existence threat to-vards Gen. Fremont, with a view of effecting the enemy. The penalty for this^treasonable ac
ened—burying all party passions and predju- his removal. It is stated that letters written by tion is a total forfeiture of their annuities set
dices, yielding up all political predilections; be Col. Blair are now in the possession of Gen. apart for the benefit of these tribes.
There is authority for declaring the reported
lieving in the dying words of the great Illinois Fremont.
proclamation of the Governor General of Cuba
statesman, that "Whoever is not prepared to sac
Chicago. Sept. 16.
recognizing the rebel flag is spurious. No suolx
rifice party organizations and platforms on the
Leavenworth papers'of the 11th give the follow
altar of his country ioes not deserve the support ing account of the late engagement between proclamation has been made.
Great activity still prevails in all branches of
of honest people.” I shall go forth to the dis Rains and Montgomery on the 2d instant:
the Navy Department.
charge of my honest duties strengthened by the
A rebel force of 600, under Rains, approached
An order was issued to day from the War De
justice of our cause, and relying upon the char
Fort Scott, and seized eighty mules belonging to partment, authorizing the commanding officers
ity of all good people who, aware of the infirm
ities to which all men are subject, will not ex the Government, killing the teamsters. A mess at Hatteras to accept the services of loyal North
pect too much from any one, or such a thing as enger was dispatched to Montgomery, who had Carolinians, not exceeding one regiment, and to
perfection ; and with a single purpose to main 500 men. Ho pursued Rains eleven, killing sev make timely requisition for arms. &o.
Ex-Eayor Barrett "returned to Washington to
tain the honor, dignity, reputation, and if it eral of his men. When coming upon the main
pleases Heaven to add to these, so that Ohio body of the enemy the battle commenced , Rains day, and had an interview with the President.
having
cannon,
and
Montgomery
one
howitzer
McClellan and staff spent the entire day in
may rank second to none in her loyalty, her lib
erality, her courage and undying devotion to the only. The fight lasted two hours, when Mont Virginia reviewing troops.
gomery
slowly
retreated,
keeping
up
a
running
Government of our fathers—the Union, one and
fight until nightfall. The enemy’s force, as re
From Cairo.
inssparable- now and forever!
ported by prisoners taken, to be betweeen 2000
Cairo, Ill., Sept. 17.
DAVID TOD.
or
3000.
Special to the Chicago Journal :
Cleveland, Sppt. 9, 1861.
Tweuty-three negroes havo been declared free
That portion of Kentucky lying west of the
under Fremont’s proclamation, they being prop Cumberland river has been declared under in
erty of a leading rebel.
SB Softs of
surrectionary control. Secretary Chase has in
Col. Cook, with 1800 regulars, left Fort Lara structed the Surveyor here to prevent all inter
course with th it section, and to search the bag
The Delaware Standard, speaking of mie on the 2d inst. for Levenworth.
gage of all persons going thither.
Jefferson City, Sept. 17.
Tod's letter, says : “ It is the voice of a late Dem
The gun boat Conestoga captured the rebel
The correspondent of the St. Louis Republi
ocrat.”
steamers Stephenson and Gazelle in the Cum
can writes as follows :
Hon. JosopK Holt, of Kentucky, and At
A person arrived here this morning who re berland river yesterday. One of them contait
torney General Bates, have returned to Wash ports that Wednesday night Gen. Price was mo one hundred tons ofiron.
A deserter from Jeff. Thompson says the force
ving towards Ledalia with 11,000 men, and that
ington City.Parsons was there with 2,500 rebels and sixteen opposite Columbus numbers twenty-three hun
The Cincinnati papers are again stirring pieces
dred, ragged, shoeless, and short of provisions.
of artillery.
up the matter of defences for that city, in the
Other accounts say Price left Warrensburg The opinion was expressed that his command
will disband.
event of any threatened demonstration in that di. for Lexington on Wednesday niht.
Reports are current that Lexington has been
rection.
The Darnestown Engagement.
Owen Lovejoy, Republican Congressman captured, but they are not believed.
Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
Parties from Pettis county report a fight at
from Illinois, has been appointed aid to General Blackwater, in which tbs secessionists defeated
The Baltimore American of this morning has
Fremont with the rank Colonel.
the Home Guards and burned the Blackwater a letter from Point of Rocks dated Sunday, giv
ing additional particulars of the Darnestown en
It is stated that ODe ofthe schooners late bridges.
Special to St. Louis Democrat:
gagement.
ly captured at Hatteras Inlet, was from Boston
A man named Griffith arrived here to-day and
Col. Geary commanded in person. Our loss
with a cargo of boots and shoes.
states that ori Saturday last Gen. Price, with 17, is one killed and a few slightly wounded. Our
6SF* The light house on Bodey Island has 000 men, had surrounded L°xington, aud had troops behaved like veterans. Cos. B, D and I.
been blown up, and that on Oregon Inlet aban sent a summons to Col. Mulligan to surrender. of the 28th Pa. Regiment, and two companies of
Col. Mulligan refused, when Price is reported to the 13th Massachusetts, comprised our force._
doned by the rebels.
haue sent word that he would give him until During the fight a rebel was seen taking aim at
The five Captains of the New York Thir Monday at 4 o’clock to surrender, and if he did Col. Geary, when the Colonel grasped the rifle
ty-seventh, who have been on trial for miscon not that he would march on him with a black from a soldier and shot the rebel on the spot.—
flag. It is confidently thought in military quar Our troops are in fine spirits.
duct, have been dismissed.
The will of the late General Lyon United ters here that Gen. Sfurges has by this time rea
ched LexiDgton from St. Joseph, and that Price
From Cairo.
States Army, gives all his property, worth thirty will be cut off or forced to retreat.
Cairo, Sept. 16.
thousand dollars to the government of the United
Quite a panic prevailed at Georgetown on the
A deserter from the rebel camp at Columbus,
receipt of the reports from Lexington, and many Ky., reports that on Friday last the rebels, 10,States.
fSSF" Lieut. Tompkins, who made himself fa families fled, fearing an attack from the rebels. 000 strong, under Gen. Johnson, had marching
All is quiet here, and no apprehensions are felt orders; destination, Paducah, and also reports
mous by his cavalry charge at Fairfax Court of an immediate attack.
that Jeff. Thompson’s forces at Belmont, Mo.
House, has been appointed Assistant Adjutant
Intelligence trom the West received here to.
The steames John Gault, eiezed by the Gov
General.
day contradicts the report that Parsons had ar ernment a few days since at Paducah, was re
leased.
The London Times announces that the rived at Georgetown with 4,000 rebel troops.
Reliable news from Lexington up to Saturday
A force of eight hundred infantry, four pieces
army in Canada is abaut to be reinforced by twen. evening received here shows there had been no
Capt. Taylor’s light artillery, under command
ty two thousand five hundred men during the fight there up to that time, though the Federal of
of Col. Oglesby, made a reconnoieance below
month.
troops had been summoned to surrender by Price Norfolk, Missouri, on Saturday, and saw three
fi§?*Ex-Governor George W. Briggs, who was whose army was 14,000 strong.
hundred rebels, who fled at the approach of our
Gen, Pope will reinforce Lexington to mor troops. All is quiet here and at Paducah to
wounded in the face and neck acout a week ago row,
the 18th, with tour thousand men.
day.
by the accidental discharge of a gun, died at
The steamer War Eagle arrived this evening,
Stockbridge, Massachuseets, on Tborsday.
having left Booneville at 3 o’clock P. M. to-day.
From Point of Rocks.
John A. Bingham tried to offer a resolu She reports all quiet there. There were about
Point of Rocks, Sept. 16.
Yesterday six men ofthe Massachusetts Thir
tion in the Fusion State Convention approving of twenty-two hundred Federal troops there when
the boat left, besides the Home Guards, consist teenth, while riding on the two-path, two miles
all the acts of the Administration, but he was ing of the Iowa Fifth, Indiana Eighth, and a bat above Haiptr's Ferry were fired upon by the reb
coughed down, and the Convention adjourned in tallion ofthe Indiana Twenty-second.
els from the opposite side of the river. But one
Last night a battallion of the Home Guards was killed.
order to escape coming to a vote npon it.
were
sent
to
guard
the
Lamine
Bridge,
eight
There was a considerable body of rebels posted
One of the reasons why Republicans say
miles from Booneville. On entering the bridge behind the warehouse and other buildings.—
they will go Tod for Governor is that he has “ a they were fired upon by the rebel pickets.
Capt. Striber, of the Massachusetts Thirteenth,
son in the army." Hugh J. Jewett has two sons
They returned the fire, killing ono rebel and directed the fire of a twelve pounder against the
in the army. So onr candidate leads Tod one wounding another. None of the Home Guards buildings, dispersing the rebels. It is supposed
that five or six were killed.
were injured.
son.
A Democrat says he would think a good
Excitement at Louisville.
Historical Parallel—Edgehill and Man
deal more ofthe fusion move if it was not inti
assas.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 17.
mated that after the settlement of difficulties the
At half past ten this evening, the train from
In the great rebellion which two centuries ago
the South, on the Nashville & Louisville R. R., devastated England, the first pitched battle be
Republican party was to be revived !
Iowa has offered a volunteer regiment of had not arrived, being six hours behind time.— tween the forces of the King and Parliment, was
Telegraphic communication between Elizabeth
at Edgehill on Sunday, 23d of October,
cavalry, each member of which furnishes his own town and this place, has been interrupted since fought
1841. Ihe city of London, where the Parliment
horse and equipments which the government has six o’clock this evening. There is great military was then sitting, was in eager expectation of
accepted allowing 40 cents per day for each activity in the city. All the Home Guards have news of the battle, as it was known that the op
assembled, and it is rumored that a portion of posing armies were about to engage. A panic
horse.
Rosecrans’ Brigade have been ordered from In seized both wings of the Parliament forces, and
B^y* An ordinance has been introduced in the diana,
they fled from the field ano declared all was lost.
Board of Council of Memphis, Tenn., authorizing
Special to the Memphis Appeal:
The consternation in London is well described
Gen.
Braxton
Bragg
has
been
appointed
the
the police force of that city to impress woman in
by Lord Clarendon :
Confederate
Secretary
of
War,
vice
L.
P.
Walker,
“ The first news they heard of the armies being
to the service of hospital duty. The motion, af
resigned.
engaged, was by those who fled upon the first
ter considerable debate, was finally rejected.
The Senate passed a hill to provide for the se charge; who made marvellous haste from the
The grand total of the rebel array is es curity of State arms and protection of the rail place of danger, aud though not themselves safe
timated by the Herald at 250,000 men, of which road house.
till they were gotton out any possible distance of
Wolf’s report from the Committee on Federal being pursued. It is certain, though it was past
almost one half of the whole number are sup
two o’clock before the battle begun, many ofthe
posed to be on the Potomac, and the remainder affairs was adopted ; 70 to 30.
Midnight—The Southern car8have not yet ar soldiers, and some commanders of no mean name
scattered at different points in Virginia, on the rived.
were at St. Albans, which was near thirty miles
sea coast, and on the Mississippi river.
Part of Rousssean’s brigade are landing here. from the field, before dark.
ggg- At the Battle of Waterloo, a Frenchman It is understood that they are to proceed south §4“ These men, as all runaways do, for their own
who spoke little English, cried out “ Quarter ward over the Louisville & Nashville railroad excuse, reported ail for lost, and the King’s army
to be so terrible that it could not be encountered.
immediately.
quarter !” to one of the Forty-second Highland
The Heme Guards are all out in uniform des Some of them, that they might not be thought to
ers. “ The muckle may quarter ye for me,” was tination supposed southward.
come away before there was cause, or whilst
there was any hope, reported the progress of
was the reply, “ I ha’nae time to quarter ye; ye
those lamentable things, and the circumstances
From Western Virginia.
maun een be content to be ent in two;'' and he
by which every part of the army was defeated, *
Elk Water, Sept. 16.
suited the action to the word.
The body of Col. John A. Washington was which their terrified fancies had suggested to
The thirty thousand dollars of govern sent over to the enemy yesterday under a flag of them whilst they run away, so that the whole city
ment money lost at a gambling house in Wash trnce, which on its way was met by a similar flag was Monday, full of the defeat.”
We commend this scrap of English history to
ington, by Paymaster Gallagher, has been recov coming from the enemy for the purpose of ob'’
Mr. Russell and the London Times. It is proper
ered by the detective employed by Provost Mar taining information as to his condition.
On the I2th a detachment of 300 men from to add, that the same men who fled so disgrace
shal General Porter. Gallagher is under arres‘t the 14th Indiana and 24th and 25th .Ohio regi fully from the first battle, afterwards under a
great leader, proved to be the most fornoidal^l
but claims that Tie is able to secure the govern
soldiers which England ever produced.
ment against any loss.
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THE OHSO STATE FAIR.

President Lincoln Reverses Fremont’s Mt. Vernon Female Seminar?
Proclamation.
ON MT. HOLYOKE SYSTEM.

— Jeff. Thompson, who styles himself “Briga
E hereby announce a new arraneement in the
Washington, Sept. 14, 1861.
A Great Crowd of Visitors—The Fair a
Boarding Department of the Institution.—
dier General, Commanding,” in Missouri, has is
THE PRESIDENT AND GEN. FREMONT.
j Young ladies boarding in the family will aid to
Grand Success—Speech of Mr. Carter—
sued a sanguinary Proclamation, in which he
Nearly all the trouble in Missouri has been
some
extent
in tho domestic work of the family.
The
following
letter
from
the
President
to
Gen'
The Crops—An Earthquake—War Feel
The portion of time allotted to each pupil will not
declares that for every Conrederate soldier put to
brought about by those miserable demagogues,
Fremont, was transmitted by mail on Thursday : •I exceed
ing, &c., Ac.
half an hour per day. Instead of retarding
Washington, D. C.. Sept. 11, 1861.
death iu pursuance of the order of Gen. Fremont,
Frank and Montgomery Blair. Their course
it will rather facilitate their progress in study, by
its invigorating influence; nnd largely lessen the
Major General J C Fremont:
he will “hang, draw, and quarter a minion of , [Correepondence of the Mount Vernon Banner.}
would seem to indicate that they desire to drive
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:
expense. We propose to furnish Boarding (fuel in- Sir : Yours of the 8di in answer to
Abraham Liucol i.”
Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 13, 1861.
Missouri out of the Union, or else have the State
Assuming
that
you
|
eluded)
and instruction in all the English Studies
the 2d inst., is just received.
TUESDAY MORNING....... SEPTEMBER ,24 1361
— Col. John A. Washington, the proprietor of j Editor of the Banner—[t might seem that j “pon
grou,;dt cou|d better judge of the nedes, nnd Latin at $1.10 per annum.
involved in civil war. Gen. Harney, who inaug
Sep. 24. 1861.
Mrs. R. R. SLOAN.
the Mt. Vernon estate, was killed on the 13th : the excitement of the war would detract all a;-! giiies of your position than 1 could at this dis- '
SJ?5*30cratsc B'niioii State IVosis- urated peace in Missourt, was removed at the
SIIEKHT
’
S
PROCLAMATION.
inst.,
by
the
pickets
of
Company
B.,
17th
Indiai
tention
from
every
thing
which
is
not
directly
'
tance.
on
seeing
your
proc
amation
of
August
“None knew him hut to love him,
instance of the two Blairs. Gen. Lyon was ap
Snatlons.
toi it1 he 1 State of
Ohio, Knox County, ss :
None named him but to praise.”
na Volunteers lie was a Colonel in the rebel ! connected
affairs,; but
the UVlUUlCiC
complete. I 30, I «perceived no general objection
M .. v. tv V* with
’,iiu military
lllllllrtiy (iU'tll?
UUl IUG
•
I
•
*1
*
pointed in bis place, but was killed in the bat
... „
,. . ,, . ,. .
,
, i particular clause, however, in relation to the cou- riUIE qualified electors o:of the said county of Knox
“ ?’/,« Union, the Constitution, and the enforce- tle of Springfield. Then Gen. Fremont was plaAt the breaking out of the present war, or ra army in Virginia.
success of the State fam, held at this city, showed I fi ,(;a,i()n f)f properly „nd the liberation of slaves, j £ are hereby notified th.nat a General Election will
forccment of the Laws.”
— Ellsworth Fire Zouaves, of New York, have that there is still some attent on paid to the art8 , appeared to me objectionable
its uncon- ' be held nt the proper places, in tho several town
ced in command. The Blairs at occa comraen ther at the time Fort Sumter was fired upon,
ships, as required by law, on
ced their impudent interference with and dicta- j Lorin Andrews was then in Columbus, and was b?en mustered out of service. - Their insubordi of peace and c-ivil life. The attendance was forn.ity to the act of Congress, passed the 6th of I' shins,
FOR GOVERNOR,
last. August-, upon the same subjects, and hence TUESDAY, THE 8th OF OCTOBER, 1861, at which
nation,
and
general
bad
conduct,
rendered
them
tion
to
the
“
Path-finder;
”
but
Fremont
being
among
the
first
to
offer
his
services
to
the
Govlarger
than
last
Years,
which
speaks
somewhat
HUGH J. JEWETT,
1 wrote you, expressing my wish that, that clause Ij time will be chosen by ballot,
1 per.-on for Governor,
a high-spirited, determined, rather ingovernahle j ernor, in any capacity, to assist in defending the unfit for service. They were a disgrace to the well of the interest manifested in the mechanical should
Of Muskingum.
be modified accordingly. Your answer,
1 person for Lieutenant Governor,
army.
man,
would
not
submit
to
the
dictation
of
these
flag
of
his
country.
He
hastened
home,
and
and
agricultural
developement
of
the
state.
Not
just
received,
expresses
the
preference
on
your!
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
1 person for Supreme Judge.
insolent mischief makers. Desperate efforts were , went immediately to work, by speeches and perpart
that
I
should
make
an
open
order
for
the
1 person for Comptroller of the Treasury,
— The Cincinnati Commercial, which eclipses withstanding the great depression of business and
JOHN G. MARSHALL,
1 person for Secretary of State.
modification,
which
1
very
cheerfully
do.
I
is
j
then made by the two worthies to have Fremont j jsonal efforts, to raise volunteer companies in the Bennett’s Herald all-hollow in lying, has a the gloomy stale.pf our country, nearly every part
Of Brown.
therefore ordered that the said clause of sa'd I 1 person for Member of the Board of Pu-blic
Knox
county.
He
enrolled
his
own
name
as
a
most marvelous story in regard to the death of of the State was represented ;’and the hospitality, proclamation be so modified, h Id and construed J orks,
removed, and Frank B. wrote letters to the Pres
, . .
th«
SUPREME JUDGE,
• a ♦ n nnofnrm tAollfl, nnf frunCDCMlIj t h P ntflVlfllftn
• •
ident vrilifying the object of his envy and mal private, and when Company A. was formed he Gen, Beauregard, at New Orleans. Of course i kindness, and acccmoda'ions of the citizens, re- as
_ ) person
___ for. Judge
° for 1st eub-division ol tue
to conform to and not transcend the provision 1 Judicial
THOMAS J. S. SMITH,
District,
it
is
a
canard.
ice. The fiery spirit of Fremont could not brook was unanimously chosen its Captain. But the
} fleet great credit on their generosity and busi on the same subject contained in the act of Con
1 person for State Senator,
Of Montgomery.
gress, entitled, an Act to Confiscate Property
1 person for Representative,
’ this, and he had Frank at once arrested, for valuable services of such a man were needed in
— Near’y all the candidates nominated by the ness capacities, for such an enterprise.
SECRETARY OF STATE,
1 persoD for Treasurer,
for Insurrectionary Puposes, approved Au
(speaking disrespectfully ofa superior officer !— a higher sphere of usefulness, and he was accor “People’s Convention" in the state of New York
The fairgrounds are 1 >rge and convenient to used
WILLIAM W. ARMSTRONG.
1
person for Commissioner,
gust sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, and
Of Seneca.
dingly appointed Colonel of the 4th Regiment by are Democrats, who voted for Mr. Douglas last the city, and beautifully situated, commanding a that said act he published at length with the or
Thus was impudeuce completely checkmated 1
1 person for Surveyor,
1 person for Infirmary Director.
TREASURER OF STATE,
(Signed)
A. Lincoln.
But in intimate connection with the above, we the Governor. He was ordered to Western Vir- year. The Republican Convention afterwards magnificent prospect of the surrounding country. der.
And the trustees of the several townships of said
Mrs.
Fremont,
when
here,
told
the
President
GEORGE W. HOLMES,
ginia,
where
he
served
his
country
faithfully
and
■
adopted
the
same
ticket.
The
Agricultural
interests
were
well
respected,
county
will furnish to the Clerk of tho Court of
have another chapter of trouble in Missouri be
Of Hamilton.
that
her
husband
would
choose
between
obeying
Common
Picas, the following number of Jurers for
gallantly, until he Was attacked by the disease j —The newspapers contain rumors every day and the mechanical contrivances elicited the at
tween
the proclamation and resigning. This may help their respective townships, to wit: Jackson, 4: ButH
COMPTROLLER,
(camp fever) that caused his death. About four i iu regard to resignation of Gen. Fremont : but tention and praise of ihe people for their ingen to explain the strange rumor that have been cir ler, 3 ; Union, 4 ; Jefferson, 0 ; Brown, 4; Howard ,
Gen. Fremont and the Fresident.
WAYNE GRISWOLD,
3 ; Harrison, 4 ; Clay, 5 ; Morgan, 3; Pleasant, 4 ;
weeks ago he was brought home, a d although . we believe no official announcement of the fact uity and practical value. The floral department culated.
Of Pickaway.
College, 4 ; Monroe, 4 ; Pike. 7 ; Berlin, 4 ; Morris,
This trouble grew out of the rather extraordi every attention was bestowed upon him that a > has been made.
wa3 extremely interesting and attractive to the
4 ; Clinton, 17 ; Miller, 4 ; Milford, 4; Liberty, 5;
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
nary proclamation of Fremont, liberating the beloved wife, kind friends, good nurses and skill- j — The New York Herald estimates the total
admirer of nature. The cultivation of the many Gee. Fremont Explains his Proclama Wayne, 6 ; Middlebury, 4; Ililliar, 5.
JAUEZ W. FITCII,
slaves of the “rebels," in violation of the provis ful physicians could bestow, yet it was all of no j rebel force in all the Southern States at 279,160
Township trustees will please be particular to re
tionOf Cuyahoga.
and various plants truly exhibited no want of return their full number of Jurors.
ions of the recent act of Congress. The law of avail. The battle of life with him was over.
St. Louis, Sept. 16.
I soldiers. This estimate puts in the field one in ifinement and good taste. These were arranged
JAMES SHAW,
•
FOR SENATOR,
Congress confiscates the property of persons
following letter, which will be published
Sheriff of Knox County,
Lorin Andrews was no ordinary man. Added | every four of the men iu each seceded state, he- with elegance and beauty, which called forth the to The
THOMAS ARMOR, of Holmes.
morrow, reveals the mission of Capt. Kidd,
September 17, 1861, prf$5.
_______
actually employed in the service of the rebellion ; to a cultivated and matured mind, he possessed , tween the ages of 18 and 45.
praise and admiration of every one:
who arrived some days ago with a flag of truce
SETTLE
YOFIl
ACCOUNTS.
Democratic Uu3on County Ticket. while the proclamation of Gen. Fremont declares great energy uf character, fine administrative ab- i — The Republican Senatorial Convection, for
Tbe department of the fine arts also made a from the rebel camp at. Springfield, Mo.:
LL PERSONS indebted to the late firm of Dun
that all the property of rebels, whether used in
“ Headquarters Western Dep’t, )
ilities, an indomitable will, and a devotion to ■ this district, which met at Lowdonville, on grand and magnificent display.
bar Banning, nro hereby notified that they
FOtl KKPRKSKNTativb,
support of the rebellion or not, shall be confisca
Sept. 14. 1861.
j
must settle their accounts, by note or otherwise,
The numerous beautiful works elicited the
Iruth, Justice and Right.
j
Wednesday last, nominated Hon. Davis Miles of
DANIEL PAUL, of Clay.
Col. T. T. Tayler, Commanding at Spring- without delay, or they will bo left for oolleotion, as
ted, and if consisting in slaves, they shall at once
FOR TRSA8VKUB,
He was a zealous friend of education, and for j Chesterville, astheir candidate for Senator.— highest commendations of the people, and showed
said partnership has been dissolved. All accounts
field :
be free 1
CHARLES S. McCLEAN, of Morgan.
but: Yours of the 8th instaut, containing an and notes due tho firm belong to tho undersigned,
a long series of years spent a great deal of time . Mr. Miles- will he elected to stay at home this that Ohio is not only a “ corn-growing” state,
Tni3 proclamation, although clearly illegal,was
must bo closed up immediately, to save costs.
COMUIFSIONEB,
but could bear in comparison with any state in the erroneous construction of my proclamation of andsept
and money in aiding to build up the Public , year.
17-w4
W. DUNBAR.
SAMUEL BRYANT, of Wayne.
received with shouts of joy by the Abolition wing
the
30ih
ult.,
has
had
ray
attention.
I
under

School system in Ohio, and it was mainly through
— The Republican denies that the Cincinnati Union for refinement and attainment in the fine stand the object of your note to be to inquire
infirmary director,
of the Republican party. But Old Abe thinking
BOOTS
AND^liOES.
his efforts that the system was brought to its pre Commercial is a Republican paper. Of course it arts. These are always indicative to a certain whether it was ray intention to shoot the wound
JOHN 1NSCL1O, of Liberty.
that the “V\ oolly Horse” had kicked up a little
Home Made Work..
sent high state of perfection.
SURVEYOR,
is not, for there is no Republican party now.— degree, oi the intelligence, manners andj tastes ed who might be made prisoners by the forces
too high, promptly put his veto upon Gen. Fre
EMMET W. COTTON, of Clinton.
CHARLES WEBER,
Lorin Andrews was educated for the bar, but Heretofore, however, it was the ablest as well as of the people, and the interesting exhibition of under my command. The following paragraph
extracted From the proclamation, will be strictly
mont’s Proclamation, and plainly told him that
we believe he never practiced, prefering the the bitterest Republican paper ia the west, and those elLgant works of the beautiful, spoke plain inforced within the lines perseribed, against the Jfain Street, Eaet side, nearly opposite Lybrand
House.
Under no Cirennistances would he must conform to the spirit and letter of the more humble but no less honorable position ofa
ly
for
the
intellectual
condition
of
the
Buckeye
class of offenders for whom it was intended, viz :
ranked next to the N. Y. Tribune as a sort of bi
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment
K Consent to a Dissolution ol the law. This action of the President, although ap
State.
“ All persons who shall he taken with arms in
of ready made custom work of all kinds, of
Union, or Consider Terms of Sep proved by all law-abding, conservative men, has teacher. When he was called to the Presidency ble or text-book for that party,
On Thursday, Mr. Carter from East Tennessee, their hands within these lines shall be tried by
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
aration.
_
of Kenyon College iu December, 1853, that in
—
A
most
frightful
accident
accurred
at
the
addressed
the
citizens
on
the
fair
grounds.
Af

paid
to
measure Work. Gents fine and course sewo.1
court martial, and if found guilty will be shot.”
excited the wrath of the “irrepressibles.” The
II. J. JEWETT.
stitution was in quite a languishing and embar Continental Theatre in Philadelphia a few even ter making a few remarks in regard to the pros
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco,
The
lives
are
expressly
declared
to
be
those
of
Chicago Iribune is very severe on the President,
nnd Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, made to or
rassed condition ; but through his good manage ings ago. The dress of one of the ballet girls pering condition of Ohio, he referred to the all- the army in the military oceupai ion of this State. Calf
Decimation of Paul Welker, Esq.
and suys bis letter to Fremont “takes away the
important question of the present war. He de You have wholly misapprehended the meaning der on short notice.
ment
and
perseverence,
it3oon
took
rank
amongst
took
fire
in
her
dressing
room,
and
becoming
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
By the following note from Paul Welkep., penalty for rebellion and leaves the war a mere
scribed with appealing strains of dequeue© the
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock
the best conducted and successful institutions of trightened she ran into another room where there dark and gloomy reign of terror. The vivid de of the proclamation, without undertaking to de
Esq , it will be seen that he declines being a can scheme for mutual assassination.”
termine the condition of any man engaged in this nnd workmanship, will do well to call. The best of
learning in our country. Not only did Old Ken was a large number of other girls, whose dress scription of the misery and affliction appealed to rebellion. I desire it to he cLarly understood French and Spanish upper Leathers used.
didate for Treasurer. Mr. W's. reasons for this
These are certainly curious times! Watch
Remember the place.
sept 10.
yon, hut every portion of Gambier Hill show es also took fire. Some seven or eight of the the feelings and sympathies of every one present. that the peroclamation is intended distinctly to
determination are of a personal and not a polit and pray ’
signs of life and prosperity after the advent of girls have died and others are not expected to He said few can imagine what desolation and af recognize the usual rights of an open enemy in
Administrator
’
s
Notice.
ical character. He is a good Democrat as there
fliction this warfare creates in families of East the field, and to be in all respects strictly con
OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has
President Andrews.
live.
Tennessee, where scenes of deathand destruction formable to the usages of war. It is hardly nec
is in Knox county, and will yield to our whole
MESSRS. JEWETT AND TOD.
been duly appointed andqualified by the Probate
Col. Andrews, although not a practical farmer
— The Cincinnati Gazette's Washington cor are transacted daily. He made a strong appeal essary for me to say that it was not prepared Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Admin
ticket, State and county, a hearty support:
As we have published Mr. Jewett's letter, ac took a warm interest in agricultural affairs.— respondent says that Mr. Lincoln’s modification to the people of Ohio to rise up and aid the with any purpose to ignore the ordinary rights ot istratrix, on the estate of John Allen deceased.
Howard Township, September 13, 1861.
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
cepting
the nomination of the Democratic Union He was a real friend of the farmer, and truly of Gen. Fremont’s proclamation was made on Union men of Tennessee to crush out this unjust humanity with respect, to wounded men, or to make immediate payment to the undersigned.and all
L. Harper, Esq.,
rebellion, and establish law and order. His those who are humanely engaged in alleviating
sympathised
with
him
in
all
his
labors,
trials
and
State
Convention,
it
is
but
fair
that
we
should
al

persons bolding claims against said estate, are noti
his
own
responsibility,
a
majority
of
the
Cabinet
! whole speech abounded with eloquence and path their sufferings.
Dear Sir:—You will please say in
fied topresent them legally proven for settlement
misfortunes.
He
devoted
much
of
his
time
to
so
publish
the
letter
of
Mr.
Tod,
accepting
the
approving
of
the
General's
positions.
|
°
8,
(Signed)
J.
C.
FREMONT,
your paper, to the electors of Knox County, tuat
within one year from this date.
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Commanding.
nomination
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or
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styled
the
study
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of
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a
—
By
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’
s
office
MARTHA ALLEN Administratrix.
I cannot consent to be a candidate for the office
I
reflected
great
credit
on
the
growing
prosperity
Sepffith -3w
of Treasurer at the coming October Election. “Union Convention’’ for the office of Governor. great deal amongst the farmers, making useful it is shown that there are now ten additional reg ! of the mechanical and agricultural interests of
Accident cn the Ohio and Mississippi
THE PENNSYLVANIA
! the S ate. The streets of the city are crowded
My friends will please accept my thanks for The latter document will be found on the first suggestions and giving friendly advice. He has , iments in Ohio, with muster roll complete,
Railroad
Central
always
taken
a
warm
interest
in
the
success
of
pag
t
of
this
week's
Banner.
We
hope
all
our
|
to
day
with
people,
making
preparations
to
reCincinnati, Sept. 18
their kiud treatment in the premises,
Jeff- Davis not at the Battle of Manassas- 1 turn to their homes, no doubt, with the satisfac
readers, of every party, will give both letters a our Knox County Agricultural Society.
Yours Truly, &c.
Last night athalfp-ist eight,a train on the
A correspondent writing from Camp Picken8, tion of having enjoyed a pleasant and interesting
President
Andrews
was
a
warm-hearted,
be

careful
perusal.
Ohio and Mississippi Road, containing a portion
Is a Fr.-t Class Road in all respeefs,
PAUL WELKER.
time
and
“
got
the
worth
of
their
money,
”
in
the
August 21, says: I was forcibly reminded of the
—---- -------- ms**" ----- ----Both of these distinguished gentlemen are ar nevolent, liberal man; and although his circum
delightful and euterprising city of Dayton.
of Colonel Torth;n’*1,^J^
" -n With 2S5 JHScs 5>oicbic Track
uncertainty of contemporaneous history by hapover a bridge near liuron, luu , l.t.t
Meeting of the Central Committee.
The crops through this part of the State are passing
dent in their expressions of attachment for the stances in life were anything hut affluent, yet his
miles west of Cincinnati, fell throiii’h, killing and
—Three Daily Trains,—
At a meeting of the Democratic Central Com Union, and both are in favor of a vigorous pros hand was ever ready to assist the needy, relieve • Pen’n# 10 hud the following paragraph in a copy very encouraging to farmers this year. The corn wounding over one hundred soldiers. Imelli(IFBA Connections from all Points HV»r.)
crops,
especially,
will
make
up
for
the
slight
de

mittee for Knox county, held at the office of the ecution of the present war. In other respects, the distressed, strengthen the weak, and encour- °t the Della, published a tew days after the batgence of the disaster reached here late last night, From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELPH A
ficiency in ihe wheat crop.
tie of Manassas
Banner, on Saturday last, the declination of Paul however, there is a wide difference between the age the doubting.
when a special traiu was dispatched to their asAl/ Co,„iect;„3
Tv yeiB
But furenera will rcaliz-i tb*-ir most sanguine
A
Manassas
dtSpatcfi
to
Nashville
says
Presi

sistance. The following dispatch was received
__
.
President Andrews was truly a good man —
Welker being announced, the committee there t .vo letters.
, operator at
. uHuron, idated
. a ten
, . iii.nutes
„ ,,
Moriunjr” Mall,’ Afternoon l ast
dent Davis arrived on the field on Sunday, and anticipations from the general yield of every pro T
from
the
duct.
This
is
not
only
encouraging
to
the
pro

he
was
a
C
hristian. Here it was that the no
upon agreed to place the name of Charles S.
Mr. Jewett is in favor of holding out the olivegave but one order. “Forward, my brave col
past one o’clok this morning :
MjIHC,
B.XJJI CSS.
McClain, of Morgan township, upon the ticket, branch of peace to the loyal men of the seceded ble qualities of his heart shone out the brightest umns ! forward !” The effect was electric.— ducers, but also to the government, to facilitate
“Bridge No. 48 has broken in two. It let
One train Daily from
the
supply
of
those
who
went
forth
in
the
defence
as the Democratic candidate for Treasurer.— states—not to the rebels in arms. II© is in fa and purest. His life was a constant example to The fortune of the day was decided. The brave of their government and country. The peach four cars down into the bed of ihe creek, and
Pittsburg To New York,
430 MllCS,
This is a most excellent selection, and will be vor of inviting the loyal men of the South into those around him, especially to the students of fellows swept everything before them. And the crop is very good and fully remunerates those four on top of them. The engine and one car
absurd statement—a statement entirely false iu
Witlmui Change of Cars,
heartily indorsed by the Democrats of Kuox a National Convention, for the purpose of “res the College, and the sold’ers in - the camp and every particular—has been repeated in a variety who labored in the cultivation of this excellent pissed over safely. There are about one hunmen wounded and ten or fifteen killed.—
, t, .
fruit for several years without any material suc dred
county.
The Colonel of the R-g,ment save about that
r
Vla Allenstown and Easton,
toring harmony between the States, sympathy battle-field, every way worthy of their highest of forms, until a moiety in a hundred of all the cess.
emulation.
His
Christian
character,
like
a
people
in
the
Confederate
States
and
the
United
number
was
killed,
although
nearly
all
of
one
U
lth
Ihrcct
Connections
from
Western Cities,
ai ong thepeople, and for the pieservation of
There was a slight shock of an earthquake one
KENTUCKY AND MARYLAND.
States actually believe that the victory of our ar
Arriving Hours
the Union.” Jewett’s letter looks toward to an pillar of fire, guided his footsteps through life, my at Manasses was owing entirely to the effect last Saturday tnoruing, 7th inst. The first shock company are missing. Il is thought the bridge
was weakened by some malicious persons.”
In Advance Of Other Routes,
We are now receiving exciting news from ultimate peaceable settlement of our national and lighted him safely through “the valley and of President Davis’s arrival on the field of battle, was felt about fifteen minutes after five O'clock,
LATER.
IN TIME FOR BOSTON.
shadow cf death.”
Kentucky and Maryland. In the first named difficulties.
or of his skilful dispositions after reaching the which was followed by a slight tremor.
Cincinnati, Sept, 18 —11 o’clock. i
By Kail or Boat Lines.
Two successive shocks followed in the course
—
The
Funeral
of
L
orin
A
ndrews
took
place
field
of
.action.
Nor
have
I
yet
one
single
edi

state the Legislature passed an act ordering the
On tho other hand, Mr. Tod appears to see no
The accident on the Ohio and Mississippi R ad j Express Train Runs Daily—-Others
torial contradiction oftbi3 report—so injurious of two minutes afterwards, which shook the hous
Confederate army to leave the State forthwith. other method of settling all this trouble but by on Saturday last, at Gambier. An immense and
Sundays Excepted,
so u ujust to our generals and our troops— al es and a low rumbling noise was heard. A great proves worse than at first reported. Four pass- ;
concourse
of
citizens
were
present,
including
the
many
people
were
aroused
from
the
sleep
by
the
Thia act was vetoed by Governor Magoffin, but a conflict of arms, for the purpose, as he says, of
enger cars went into the creek, undone box and ;
though the fact is, as I have taken the trouble to
shaking
of
their
houses
and
very
much
alarmed.
one baggage car on the top of them. These cars ! NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York
was soon afterwards passed by a two-thirds testing the question whether “man is capable of friends and relatives of the deceased, tne Faculty inform yon in a previous letter, that President
The war feeling is more animated here since
Tickets good on any line or Train. New Yurk
vote over the Governor’s veto. A Though the governing himself.” If Mr. Tod’s mode of test and Students of the Kenyron College, and Ma Davis had no more to do with the battle of Man the invasion of Kentucky by the rebels. New contained two hondrpd and fifty men—companies
E, F, G, and I ; the latter two being the princi
or Boston Tickets via Pittsburg good
Governor has issued his porclamation, in pursu ing this question, is not successful, he will “con sonic Fraternity, of which he was an honorable assas than the battle of New Orleans—that he companies of volunteers are being formed iuevery pal sufferers. Captain Howard, Company I, was
did not ieach the field until victory had been
VIA PHILADELPHIA OP. ALLEXTOWX.
member.
The
Church
service
was
read
by
the
little
town
and
village.
This
part
of
the
state
ance of this law, the Confederate army has paid sent to be taken under the protection of the sokilled.
won and the enemy was flying in confusion be
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via Hiiy of
Up to this time about thirty dead bodies have
no attention to it, and are still on the “dark and called Mother Country, OR ANY OTHER POW venerable Bishop McIIvaine, in a solemn and fore our pursuing troops and that he did not take has furDt'shed her due proportion of the quota re
the Boat Lines.
quired by the government.
Amicus.
been
taken
out,
ond
more
are
under
the
wreck.
impressive
manner.
His
mortal
remains
were
command
of
any
portion
of
our
forces.
bloody gronnd.” A fight will be inevitable.
ER, capable of maintaining for us the respect
A
train
is
now
on
the
wwy
here
with
ninetyTwo Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Balti
In Maryland, the secessionists have become of the nations of the globel” Or in other words, deposited in a beautiful spot, in the Cemetery
two wounded. It is the impression that from for
Governor Todmore and Washington.
Stand by the Good old Party.
bold and defiant, but the whole power of the if the North do?s not succeed in whipping the attached to Rosse Chapel, selected by himself
ty
to
fifty
were
killed
at
the
wreck.
We give the following, copied from the Ashta
Now that the Republican party is broken up
Circumstances indicate the bridge was tarn Baggage Checked Through--All Trans
Government appears to he at work to crush them South, Mr. Tod 13 willing that we shall once two months ago, when at home on a furlough.
bula Sentinel, the mouth piece of Giddings, pered with bv malicious or traitorous persons.—
The tomb of Lorin Andrews will ever be a daylight commences to break again for the De
out. The secession newspapers of Baltimore more become subjects of Great Britain I
fers Fiee.
another airing for ti e benefit of the admirers of The bridge was sixty feet span, ten feet high and
have been silencei by orders from Washington,
Here, then,is the position of the two candi hallowed spot, around which will cluster pleas mocracy. The opposition are now pursuing a Mr. Tod, that they may know the bitter feelings lately constructed.
Fare Always As Ix>w As Any Other Route.
course that must inevitably drive the Abotitionand their editors imprisoned in Fort McHenry. dates. Let honest, patriotic voters, choose be ing memories.
so lately ex'sting against this man amongst the
“Such graves as his are pilgrim shrines,
ists from their ranks, and when once that is ac Giddings stripe of the Republican party :
All the secession members of tho Maryland Leg tween them !
Foreign Arrival.
Buy Tickets Via Pittsburg.
Shrines to no creed or code confined ;
complished we shall give again our old fashion
islature, together with the Hon. Henry May, M.
The steamship Anglo Saxon arrived off t is
The Delphian vales, tho Palestines,
“ Good gracious 1 who would have thought
Tickets
for sale at all Main Offices^
Tho Meccas of the mind.”
ed majority, aod restore the Government to its
port this evening. She left Liverpool at 11
C. from Baltimore, have also been sent to Eort
Davie
EX-PRESIDENT PIERCE.
o
’
clock
A.
M.
of
the
5th,
an!
Londonderry
on
former prosperity and power. The Democratic
Would ever be Governor Tod ?”
McHenry. By thia act, the Legislature is with
FREIGHTS.
party is the only party that can govern this coun
The astonishment of David Tod’s “Democrat the 6th inst.
By this Route Freights of all descriptions can be
This gentlemen, it seems, has recently been
out a quorum, and of course no secession ordi
Why are they not Arrested.
The
Nova
Scotian
reached
Londonderry
on
the
try with safety and economy, and now is the ic Mother,” when making the exclamation at
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York,
nance will be passed. Thus matters stand lor makiug a trip through some of the Western and
Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on tho
The “irrepressible” Abolition papers are vio time to place it on a basis of permanent success, tributed to her by Greiner, was certainly small, evening of the 4th.
Southern
States.
Whether
his
business
was
of
a
Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
Political
News
by
the
Anglo
Saxon
is
unim

the present.
lent in their denunciations of the President be from which it can not be overthrown in the next compared with what he must have experienced,
Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
private or public nature—whether he was on a cause he put his veto upon Gen. Fremont’s pro century. We say to all good Democrats, who when reading the articles of t -.e Cleveland Lea* portant.
The Pennsylvania RailRoad also connects at Pitts
EAVE TOD S DEMOCRACY.
tour of pleasure, or on a mission connected with clamation, emancipating the slaves of the rebels. have the interest of the country at heart, now, in derand Herald, and the Warren Chronicle, pur
GREAT BRITAIN.
burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can he forwar
the hour of the country’s greatest peril, stand porting to be written by Republicans, and recom
ded
to any port on the Ohio, Muskingum, Kentucky
The London Times says the impression seemed
Dave Tci. in his merry mood, used to tell a Present Rentable condition of the country, we If Democratic editors should say half a3 much fast, by the glorious old ship that has carried us
mending him for the next Governor of Ohio If
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wi»story Of his bavin ; danced with the Empress of ! have n0 roean8 of knowit1?' WhlIe at Lafayette, | against tho President as these Abolition scrib- safely through sunshine and storm for the last the Plaindealer had made such a suggestion, we to be very general at Liverpool that passengers cansin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, andRed Rivers;
to or from the United States are required to be
Brazil, and ,.f tl- s palling effects that followed i Indiana- he was 8erenaded’ and made a brief biers have said, they would be instantly arrested eighty years. This is no time to falter or give would have thought nothing of it; and Davie cautioned at the present junction against any and at Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steam
ers to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
way. Stand firm. Work, Don’t be taken in would have looked upon it as a matter of course. ready expression of opinion on the civil war.
,
Tr-> ,
. ! speech, which concluded in the following words«
jo.oue process of buie. rrorn Dave 8 own stc-| r
”
for “treason,” and sent to Fort Lafayette for safe — Ohio Patriot.
Merchants and Shippers entrusting tho transpor
But
what
should
induce
a
Republican
to
make
The policy or working a short time as a pre tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely
ry, bis friends have always been of opiniou that i “I give you my sympathy in this hour of our keepin ; ! But the Abolition editors appear to
such
a
recomendation,
puzzles
us
beyond
expla

country's severe trial. I give you my sympathy
caution against the contingencies of the cotton with confidence on its speedy transit.
from t at period his Democracy was half gone. ! in your love for the glorious Union which our fa have a charter a3 free ns the wind, to blow on
nation. If there is a solitary reason on earth supply and of the glutted state of a distant mar
Sensible Talk.
The Rates of Freight to any point in the West by
why
a
Republican
should
want
to
vote
for
him.
But his recent letter favoring the idea of trans- J thers delivered to us, and in your reverence for whom they please I
The Boston Herald, a strong war paper,
ket for manufactured goods continued to make the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times as fa
vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
we should like to know it. Has any change come
fering the people of the United States into sub and fidelity to all the provisions of the constitu'
and “independent in politics,” has little patience over him ? has he offered any aid to the princi progress in Laucashire.
Be particular to mark packages“viaPenna. R. R.”
The
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in
an
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on
the
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as

A Speech by Gen. McClellan.
jeets of Queen Victoria, “or any other power,” : tion upon which that Union has reposed.
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
with the cry set up by the Republicans of “no ples we profess to support? did he not oppose us
pect
of
American
affairs,
argues
that
enough
has
■
,
<
.
r>
>
n
'
We
notice,
however,
that
some
of
the
RepubMAGRAW & KOONS,SO North Street. Baltimore.
The greatest speech thus far delivered, (says party.” Ia referring to the Democratic State to the bitter end last fall ? has he not advocated
<
.
Ml i.t-s the tact that Dave s Democra-I
’
>
r
LEECH & CO., No. 2 Astor Hoase, or No. IS, Wm.
transpired to show (hat the subjugation of the
cv has cil left him. Possibly Davie has some j lican papers charge that Ex-President Pierce is the Washington Chronicle,} is the little speech Convention to be held at Worcester, Mass., cn compromises with the south on the slave ques South is next to impossible, all the incidents of St. N. Y.
LEECH d. CO.. No. 54 K«lby Street, Boston.
tion ? and is he not still in favor of them ? the war thus far having been favorable to the
thong!-'s of annexing the United States to Bra- ' a “traitor,” that he sympathises with the rebels, of McClellan. The marvellous eloquence of the 18th inst., the Herald says:
II. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phil.
Would he support Lincolu’s administration, or
zil, in order that he may renew his friendly rela- \ and that in his tour to the
est and South, be Holt, the logic of Butler, the fervency of Dickin
L. L. II0UPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia.
“Now is the time to be up and doing. Pay the Republican policy? Is he not in favor of South. It says that the establishment of pass
ports,
the
suspension
of
the
habeas
corpus,
and
Enoch Lewis, Gen’l Supt., Altoona, Pa., aug. 27,
tions at Court, and have another grand dance was acting as a “spy,” and wa8 fomenting oppo- son, the brilliancy of Meagher, all appear tame no attention to the cry which is being raised squatter sovereignty ? and would he not, like Mr.
other
kindred
measures,
all
of
which
are
una

sition to tha Government at Washington. These beside it. It is the speech of the hour, and it about ‘no party,’ which simply means that the Douglas, whom he suppjrted, acquiesce in the voidable, make travellers find themselves more at
Master’s Sale.
with the Emprete 1 Who knows ?
are serious charges, and should not be made should be read at every loyal camp-fire on the Democratic party should surrender their deter extensio ■. of slavery anywhere the settlers might liberty in Venice than in New York. It doubts
Y virtue of a 4tli order of sale, isfued ont of the
mined
enemies
since
the
foundation
of
the
Gov

court of Common Pleas of Knox County, Ohio,
The Men who Go to War.
choose ?
whether the Americans, after the war is ended
without good and sufficient proof. The Republi continent:
ernment. If the country is to be restored to
and to ine -dlieeted, I wlil offer for sale, nt the South
We see by the public prints that Mr. Tod has will return to the old form ol government. It
A friend cfours, wLo has taken pains to inves can papers are in the habit of calling every per
“Soldiers—We have had our last retreat. We peace and tranquility, it will be done through
door of the Court house, in the city of Mount Ver
tigate the matter, says that two-thirds of the vol son a “traitor” who is iu favor of peace, compro' have seen our last defeat. You stand by me, the ballot box. It is the duty of the party Cto acted patriotically in relation to the war ; for thinks there must be two governments, that they non, Ohio, on Saturday the 21st day of September,
which we give him credit. He gave ont of his
unteers who have enlisted in Knox county, to go mise, and a Bpeedy and honorable settlement of and I will stand by you, and henceforth victory vote as well as fight for their liberties, Let those immense wealth, an overcoat apiece to each will be less democratic, and that the North fears 186J, between the hours of 10 O’clock A. M., aud 4
O’clock p, m., of said day, the following described
a sescmhlance to the last republic.
will
crown
our
efforts.
”
who
talk
so
glibly
about
‘
no
party,
’
show
their
t ) the present war, are Demscrats. And yet, this most unnatural and ruinous civil war.
member of the Youngstown company. That
real estate to wit: Lot number Four hundred and
sincerity
by
throwing
aside
their
party
prejudices
seventy two (4 72) and the house there on, in Thomas’
notwithstanding this fact we hear Republicans
was noble ; but no more so than the sum that
The Object of the War.
and unite with those who have always been loy many a poor man has co tributed. As a private
Addition to Mount Vernon, Knox County, Ohio, to
The Charges against Fremont.
calling Deaiocrata “traitors,” “rebels,” &c., be
At
the
great
Union
war
meeting
in
Faneuil------------—-------------------------satisfy
a Judgement
and order of sale,
in the Case
The New York World, one of the organs ot al to the Constitution, and who have not enga citizen we would honor him, or any other who
THE WHITE FEATHER.
cause they will not abandon their good old party,
Hall Boston on Monday afternoon, Mr, Richard of George Hadley vs. Edward Taylor A others.
ged in a warfare upon the South or her institu had done the same.
the Administra ion, contains the following spe
D.
- -C. MONTGOMERY,
to run after strange gods.
The Chairman and Secretary of the Democrat cial despatch from Washington, which gives some tions. Let every town be represented at the Con
But since, as Republicans, we make some pre Frothimrham, of the Boston Post, made a speech
Aug 20-5:w. $3
Master Com. K. C. P.
The only subvention, so that the voice of tho people may be tentions to the support of principles, we want in the course of which he said
ic Union Executive Committee, addressed a let information in regard to the character of the heard and made known.”
“No Party Now!”
iuration
we
seek
ia
to
subjugate
the
South
to
Marble
Ilall
Meat
Shop.
these principles to be represented by the candi the laws which their own ballot boxes, their own
Wheu every Democratic postmaster in Kuox ter to the Chairman aod Secretary of the so-call charges against Gen. Fremont:
That is sensible, patriotic talk !
dates we are to support. If the Republicans individualism helped to create.” This was but
county has been removed, and gentlemen of the ed ‘Union Executive Committee,’ proposing that
will disbtnd, they must do so, and that without
Washington, Sept. 18.
in different words, the very same senti
cause or occasion. But so long a3 they are a uttering
The Campaign Opened.
“irrepressible” stripe appointed in their place, Mr. Jewett should meet Mr. Tod on the stump Ihe Bemoval of Gen. Fremont demanded—
ment with which “Junius”begins the first para
H. J. Jewett, the Democratic Union candidate party they can only stultify themselves by enter graph of his first letter to Mr. Woodfall. The
strange Charges—his successor named.
the Republicans have the cool effrontery to tell in various parts of the State, between this and
taining such an idea as electing Locofocos to of British writer put it in the following terse and The Union and the Constitution Forever.
the eleotiou, to discuss the questions of the day.
us that “there is no party now!”
The pressure on the Government is very strong for Governor is annouced to speak at Mansfield fice.
AL. BEACH
elegant language:—“ The submission of a free
■ The so-called “Union” folks declined the invita- for the removal of General Fremont. It is now on the 25th, at Wooster on the 26th, at Cleve
people to the executive authority of government, J^ESPECTFULLY announces to tlie citizens of
Arrested and Acquitted.
j tion, alledging, as a reason, that Mr. Tod was affirmed that the Administration will be forced land on the 27th, and Toledo on the 28th. We
From Gen. Rosencranzis no more than a compliance with laws which ___ Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them
The Rev. Mr. Sabin Hough, editor ofa peace previously engaged! The quibbling, shuffling, to supercede him in consequence of overwhel hope that arrangements will soon be made fora
The Cincinnati Commercial has the following they themselves have eneacted.” This certainly with fresh meats, every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
ming
evidence
of
his
incompetency.
Moreover,
urday, at his Marble Hall MeatShop, on Main street,
paper published in Cincinnati, called the Banner evasive reply of these pretended reformers shows
special dispatch :
is sound doctrine, and where any number of in three doors below Gambier. lie will keep on hand
it is stated that he has been dabbling in con Jewett meeting in Mount Vernon.
af Be- Lnion, was recently arrested on a charge ' that they are afraid to discuss the living issues of tracts, and is wastefully extravagant. Talk runs
dividual citizens will not willingly yield obedi the best kind of Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork, Sausage,
Cross Lanes, Va., Sept. 19.
The Sandusky Register thinks it is “tru
of being a “traitor,1 and atter an examination ' the day with the honest, unpurchasable, National high on this matter to night, and Generals Meigs
Another engagement is anticipated soon.— ence to the laws they have concurred in ma- all in their.season. Be sure and give me a call, at
Marble Hall, where I shall treat you all, beth great
was set at liberty, there being no proof whatever Democracy. The white feather has been hung and Banks are variously spoken of as Fremont’s ly astonishing” that people should borrow the Graff, of the 28th Ohio, wounded in battle is dy-! king, it is both right as well as customary to en and
small, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon, That’s
successor.
The
Cabinet
held
a
meeting
on
this
force
that
duty
by
the
power
invested
in
the
ing;
also,
Jenkins,
of
the
7th
Ohio:
Patrick
Banner. A still more “astonishing” ease is that
so, captain.
aug 6-tf
to sustain the accusation, save the naked fact : out, in behalf of the “Mother Country" candidate!
subject to-day and it is known that the gravest of some folks coming to this office to borrow the Kenney, of the 10th, cannot recover.
State. If this were not done, society would bo
that he was an earnest and sincere advocate of j We thought old “Pot Metal” had mo e pluck charges against Fremont came before it. No
OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and cheaply
Seven of the rebel bushwhackers were captur forever falling to pieces and anarchy woqld reign
executed at this office.
Register! Now, what have you to say to that? ed to-day.
j thau that J
pct.cn.
decision has as yet been ar.ived at.
instead of civil order,
A

VZitb feelings of heart*felt sorrow, we this week
nre called upon to announce the death of Col.
Louts Andrews, which occurred at his residence
on Gambier ILU, on Wednesday last, Sept. 18ib.
The demise of this truly great and good man
will be received by his wide circle of warm per
sonal friends throughout the country with pro
found regret, for
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Resolutions of the Philamatliesinn Society
on the Death of President Andrews.

&1OPNT VERNON...............SEPTEMBER 21, 1861

S. M. & Newark It. R. Time Table
trains leave mt.verson as follows:
-

,

.

GOING SOUTH.

Mail Train leaves....................................10 57 A NT
Express leaves....................................... 11.15 I’ M
GOING NORTH.

Express Train leaves.............................. 11.28 A. M.
Mail leaves,......................................... ............. 4.13 P M.

Central Oblo Railroad.
t

NEWARK TIME TABLE.

Going East—4.60 A. M., 12.50 P. M., 3.22 P. M.
Going West—10.7 A. JR., 10.17 p. M., 7.20 P. M.

Cleveland and Toledo Railroad.
MONROEVILLE TIME TABLE.

3oin? West.
Going East.
0.28 A. M................................................ 7.31 A. M.
1.35 P. M...........................................
12 34 P.M
3.81 P. M................................................ 6.43 P M.
Passengers going north on the 8., M. A N. II.
.1. can take the cars of the C. <£• T. 11. It. for any
Joint they desire to roach, either east or west of
Monroeville

C.,c.& C. It. R—Slielby Time Table
GOING SOCTII.

Cincinnati Express,............................. 10.1 0 A. M.
Night Express,................................. 10.21 P. M.
GOING NORTH.

Night Express,....................................... 7.20 A. M.
Cincinnati Express,............................. 6.06 P. M.

Democratic Meeting In Noith Liberty.
There will be a Democratic meeting at North
Liberty, on Saturday afternoon, Sept. 28. Wm.
Dunbar,Esq., F. II. Hurd, E-q., autl others will

Whereas, God, in his mysterious Providence)
has removed from the scene of his earthly labors,
Lorin And,ewa> LL- D- President of Kenyon
College, and a member of thia Society, There
fore,
Resolved, That while, we bow in submission to
the decree of an Omnicient, and we feel to be
a merciful Father, yet we do deeply mourn the
loss to his country, and his church, of a truly
great and good man—ono who, in the endear
ing relation of teacher and pupil, had rendered
himself beloved and esteemed by us all, and
whose continual acts of benevolence, kindness,
Christian courtesy and charity, can never be effa
ced from our memory.
Resolved, That we sympathise to the fullest
extent, with the family and friends of the decea
sed. in the deep and heart-rending sorrow which
has befallen them.
Resolved, That in token of our grief, and re
spect to his memory, t le Hall and Library be
draped in mourning, and the members of the
Society wear the usual badge of mourning for
thirty davs.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
transmitted to the family if the deceased, and
that they be published in the Western Episcopa
lian, The Mt. Vernon Banner, Cleveland Herald,
Columbus ./otirwaZand the Episcopal Recorder.
A. V. G. Allen )
11. D. Cole,
> Committee.
E. L. Staunton. )
------------------------------------------

Fine Stock of Clothing.

Buschmau & Co , Kenyon House, have just re osived their Fall Stock of Ready-made Clothing,
address the meeting.
consisting of every article in their line of husi.
ness, which they are prepared to sell as extraor
Democrntic Meeting nt Mt. Liberty
There will be a Democratic meeting at Mt- dinary low prices. Those who wish to precure
Liberty on Saturday afternoon, Sept. 28tb, at 10 cheap and elegant Clothing should call at the
o’clock, P. M. Daniel Paul and others speakers Kenyon House corner.
will be present.

Imp rtant from Missouri—The Seige of
Lexington—The Rebels Repulsed—Re
What Knox County has done for the War.
ported. Loss—4000 Rebels and 8000
Fderal Troops !
Notwithstand the complaints that are heard

g rg
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A Battle In Missouri.

The Arrest of F- P- Blair.

Sr. Louts, Sept. 20.
A gentleman named King, who left a point on
the Missouri river, opposite Lexington, on Wed !
nesday night, arrived this morning, and reports 1
a severe fight which took place on Tuesday for ■
the possession of three ferry boats which lay at i
the levee.
Price's forces advanced on the boats in two
bodies, one from above aud the other below the
town, and after a very sharp engagement they
were captured, The boats were rot in fair range
of Mulligan’s guns, his fortifications being so sit
uated as to prevent him from commanding them
completely, and his force was to small to admit
of his making a sortie against Price's overwhelm
ing numbers ; but Mr. King says he saw twelve
wagon-loads of killled and wounded rebels taken
off after the fight.
He says Price assailed Mulligan’s fortifications
four or five times on Wednesday, but wa3 re
pulsed each time with a loss between three and
four thousand.
Reinforcements from the North, probably un
der Gen Sturges, were expected to arrive late on
Wednesday night, but as Price had possession of
the ferry boats they wculd not be able to cross
the river, and of course could be of little or no
set vice to Mulligan.
King's account is quite incoherent, and entire
reliance is not placed on it here. There is little
question, however that a battle had taken place,
but the details are vet unknown.

Special Dispatch of the Cincinnati Gazette.
St. Louis Sept. 16.

We have been frequently a.-ked why the Banner
lid not g ve a notice of the recent Horse Show
n thia county ; and to save further inquiry on
the subject we will here state that the managers
of the co icern did not honor themselves and fa
vor the public by sending a “complimentary tick
et’’ to the Editor. To think that an Editor
will buy a ticket of admission to a “horse race,’’
or any other kind of an ex ibition merely for the
pleasuere of writing a lengthy notice of the sameis simply absurd. Such fun don't pay expenses,
no how you can fix it.
—By the way, we notice that brother Ramsey
gave an extended notice of the “horse race,” but
whether he received a card of admission, or paid
for the lib?rtv of seeing the exibition, in order
that he might have the exquisite pleasure of
noticiag it, we are not fully advised. How is
that, neighbor?

For the past five weeks they have been momen
tarily expecting to hear of the attack, when they
were to advance and surround Washington, and
hem in those they desired to capture. President
Lincoln was particularly “ spotted.” The War
Department, since the organization with such
objects was worthy of its peculiar attention.

Accordingly a large force of detectives'' left
here for Baltimore on Thursday last, where as 1 1
am informed by a Baltimorean, they repaired to I
their respective quarters, not more than two go-i
ing to one hotel. The chief, having ascettaiued >
the locat ion of each couple, gave orders through |
messengers to his men, by which soraany Knights !
of the Golden Circle were disturbed in their re
pose and quietness. Each man seemed to have
his work alotted him, and had such assistance as
the nature ot the case sjemed to require. There
were few escapes. The arrests and searches were
all made in a manner which reflects great credit
upon those engaged in this very difficult under
taking. The government, may well congratulate
itself upon having one of the most effective de
tective forces ever organized in this country.—
The efficiency of the system consists i% having
none but live men in the organization ; men who
Departure of Capt. Rogers’ Company. are working for a reputation rather than fur dol
Ou I'riday last, Capt. Rogers’ new company lars and cents.
of Knox County Volunteers, left in the 11 o’clock,
The tax on Tea and Coffee.
►A, M. train for Columbus. Quite a large crowd
Tea has heretofore been free of duty, but under !
of citizens and friends of the Volunteers assem1 the direct tax law he who boys it gives liLeen |
bled at the depot to see them off. This is a very cents duty on each pound, regardless of the price, i
fine company, made up chiefly of young men If a family uses twenty pounds of tea a year the
from 18 to 25, from town and country. They tax they have to pay is $3- On each pound o'
coffee used you will have to pay four cents per
presented a noble appearance, and departed pound. Upon Sugar and Molasses and other ar.
amidst the hearty cheers of their friends. They tides the duly is fifty to one hundred per cent
go hence to Camp Chase, there to join Col. Whit higher thaii it has ever been before. The people
will have to pay these taxes, and will pay them,
tlesey's Regiment.
although their ability to do so, is unfortunately
less this year than ever. Farmers will get very
Fresh Fish.
low prices for their produce and the profits of
Mr, J. C. Rice is now receiving daily a sup merchants, mechanics and business men of all
ply of fresh Lake Fish, which he is selling to our grades will be very small: so that the taxes will
citizens at very low rates. Mr. R. has made ar be a tremendous burden. To preserve their gov
rangements with the best dealers in Sandusky ernment the people are willing to pay these tax
es, but they do not want their substance wasted
for regular shipments of fish during the coming in high contracts and extravagence. The poor
fall and winter, and he guarantees that every one class in the west suffer by this taxation system
of the “finny tribe” he sells will turn out as rep more than the Eastern nabobs.
resented. Mr. Rice’s headquarters are under
Hutchinson’s shoe store, on Main street, oppo There will be no Immediate Advance.
An officer of Gen, McClellan’s army, who is
site the Lybrand House. Give him a call,
probably as much in the confidence of the Gen
eral as any other man, informed me this morn
At Half Mast.
ing that there will be no immediate movement
All the flags in our city were placed at half, of our army here, unless an advance is made hy
mast on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, of last the enemy. The Government is in a position
now to send one or more fleets upon the coasts
week, out of respect to the meraoiy of the late of tho enemy, and carry forward a vigorous “fire
lamented Col. Lorin Andrews.
in the rear,” simultaneously at different points
Ih s is Gen. Scott’s life-saving proposition, and
in it he has the co-operation of the Cabinet and
American Agriculturist.
This is ono of the most interesting and valua Gen. McClellan. J he regular and rapid increase
of the vast army here will be continued, but no
ble papers of its kind in this country. We are genera] engagement will take place unless the
always peruse its welLfilled pages with pleasure ball is opened by the oiher party. This, I am
and profit. It is published by Orange Judd, A.1 informed, is the present policy of the Administra
M„ New York, at the low price for one $1,00 tion and will be cairied out by the military, sub
ject to the movement of the enemy,— lVask. Cor.
per annum. Each number is handsomely illus Pkila. Inquirer.
trated, and is filled with reading pertaining to
Gen. McLaughlin, of Richland, has arj order
the farm, Garden and house-hold. We would
advise all our readers to send for a copy, aud it from the Secretary of war to raise a regiment of
cavalry.
will eome to them, free post paid.

DR.

Col. Frank Blair was put under arrest last
night bv order of Maj. Gen. Fremont for attempting to impair the usefulness of the Department
bv sending communications to Washington cal
ciliated to" prejudice the Administration against
the course of the Commanding General.
Blair’s groundless opposition to Ftemont is ot
a political character which became so public that
his arrest was deemed to matter of necessity.
The visit of Montgomery Blair and, Gen. Meigs
wa3 predicated upon Frank P. Blair a statements
to the administration at W ashington. Great in
dignation is expressed by people here at Col.
Blair’s course. Unionists and Secessionists alike
accuse him of attempt to play the demagogue.

“Tiicy go right to the SpOt.”

CANKER & SALT RHEUM

PURIFY YOUR BREATH !

JUVENILE BOOKS,

S Y R U P.

STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE 1

A I,argr« and I’retfy Assortment

For the cure of Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Sore
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising
from an impure state of the Blood.
The most effective Ulood Purifier of the CDth Century
T is the Proscription of an Educated Physician,
and all who are afflicted with any of tho above
named diseases, should use it without delay. It will
drive the disease from the system, and when once
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. Wf.aybr’s

I

ous duties, was'induced to relinquish his valuable ■
practice in the city of Boston to superintend the man
ufacture ot this medicine, as it requires great skiil i
and accuracy in its preparing.
The genuine sold hy James Blanchard.
sep3
•Z®* Salt Rheum.—This is a disease the country
is full of. Thete are but few whole families entirely
free from it. Tho fact is, it takes so many forms,
sometimes in cracked hands, chapped lips roughness
on the skin, with an oozing out ofa watery fluid, with
great, heat, itching,(burning, Ac., Ac. For this Dr.S.
A. Weaver's Cerate is a never failing cure: cne or
two bottles will cure the worst eases. In acts on a
different principle from any article ever made. As
a proof of its curative properties, we will copy from
a letter received from a clergyman of the highest respectabibility. He says : “ I was attacked with Salt
Rhenin in my left leg, which had become very bad,
and was rapidly spread ing. It had become a ra w sor?
and the itching aud burning had become intolerable.
I procured a bottle of your Cerate, and bv its use my
leg has been perfectly cured of the disease. I give
this statement in hopes it may induce Gibers similarly
affected to use it;” and we say, if you will use it, you
will be cured.
Sold bv James Blanchard.
sepJ
A Family Blessing.—“In lifting tho kettle from
the fire it caught and scalded my hands and person
very teverely—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor
ture was unbearable. It was an awful sight. * s'
-s » « The Mustang Linainent appeared to ex
tract tho pain almost immediately. It healed rap
idly and left no scar of account. Charles Foster.
420 Broad Street Philadelphia.” It is truly a won
derful article. It will euro any case of Swelling,
Burns, Stiff Joints, Eruptions or Rheumatism. For
Horses it should never be dispensed with. One Dol
lar's worth of Mustang has frequently saved a val
uable horse. It cures Galls, Sprains, Ringbone,
Spavin and Founders. Beware of imitation and
counterfeits. A countefeit was put in circulation
from St. Louis and duly suppressed. All genuine
will hereafter bear the signature of G. W. Westbrook
Chemist, and D. S. Barnes, Proprietor, with the
words “ Trade” “ Mark,” in two Medallions of the
Federal Currency. Threo Sizes. Sold throughout
the habitable Globe.
D. S. BARNES,
July 16-4w.
New York.

following is an extract from a letter written
by the Rev. .T. S. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepoint
Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour
nal and Messenger,” Cincinnatti, 0., and speaks vol
umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: —
“ We soe an advertisement in your columnsof Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said
a word in faver of a patent medicine before in our
life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers
that this is no humbug—we have had it, and know
it to be all it claims. It is probably one of the most
successful medicines of tho day, because it is one of
the best. And those of your readers who have ba
bies can’t do better than to lay in a supply.”
Mrs. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark (O.)
Times, writes in her paper of January 29, 1859, as
follows:
We know that Dr. Rohack’s Scandinavian Remo■lies are all they claim to be. The Dr. presented us
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier
and boxos of his Blood Pills last summer which put
new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and
leave the sy stem in a better condition than stimulants
usually do, and have no depressing effect. We feel
safe in recommending tho Blood Purifier to all suf
fering from debility, be the cause what it may, the
Pills have this peculiarity, they are potoerfully ac
tive, and at the same time leave the patient stronger
and in an improved condition, different from most
drastic remedies. Try them with the Blood Purifior
and you will feel like many who have been relieved,
and willing to add your testimony to their efficacy.

See advertisement.

A Union Candidate!
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GIFT BOOK-STORE?
G. W. PITCHER,
Successor to

S>. W. EVAKS
€O.,
TIIE PIONEER GIFT LOOK STORE
A’b. 677 Bwlteay Neto Yorlc,

Tlse Oldest FstablisJied Gift Kooli
Sfonsc,
A Gift with every Book, Worth from 5Oc.
to 9t00,00.
G. W. PITCH ER having purchased the entire
stock and business of flic late firm of Messrs. I). W.
Evans <t Co., 677 Broadway, at prices in accordance
with the times, is prepared to offer greater induce
ments to the purchasers of Books than ever before.
The Gilts are selected with caie, aert are of the best
quality and of the most fashionable styles. The
Books are old at the lowest retail prices, and a gift
—useful or ornamental—in value from 50c. to $100
is given with each Book.
What I claim as the peculiar advantng s of this
business is that I give in ■•re for the same amount of
money than tho regular dealer in Books, and thus
make my Books advertise themselves. Also, crea
ting a healthy taste for useful and standard litera
ture, by introducing Books, in many eases, where
they have hitherto been almost unknown.

'line Books are .Yew
and fresh trorn the publishers’ hands, and all orders
are filled and delivered with tho utmost dispatch to
ail parts of the United States and the Canadas.—
The central location of New Yoilt giving peculiar
facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transporta
tion, which are unrivalled by any city in the world.
Fifteen Thousand Agencies
are open for application, and all persons desiring a
pleasant, easy and profitable employment, requiring
but little of their time, will do well to accept at the
earliest opportunity and in their names.
As this house from the first has taken the lead of
all others, I shall endeavor to maintain its position
and well earned reputation.
Book Agents, and those desiring to becomo so,
should examine my terms, as ten books can be sold
in the same time tnat ono may be disposed of in the
usual way, through the inducements given to the
purchaser.
REMEMBER.
^Sg-That this is the only Gift Book House that
takes the risk of loss through the mail.
This is the only Gift Book House that has
roceived the voluntary endorsement of over five
hundred city and country journals, and of the lead
ing publishing houses of the country.
:&g~ This is the oldest established and most ex
tensive House of the kind in the world.
I pay the most liberal commission to Agents.
I keep the most varied and exfensivo'stock
of Books and Gifts, and gratuitously circulate the
most complete and best classified catalogue in the
country.
y/t®*- I gnarantee perfect satisfaction to all who
may favor me with their patronage.
HOW TO SEND FGRBOOKS.
Orders of Five Books and upwards should be sent
by express, if poesible, as it is safer and cheaper
than by mail.
Money, if possible, should be sent in form of
Drafts, as payment can bo stopped if lost through
the mail.
Letters enclosing money may ho sent at my risk,
provided they are registered according to law.__
These precautions are simple and within tho reach
of all, assuring the safe transmittance of Books.
jes?- In ordering Books, the title, in black letters
only, should he used. The writing should bo plain,
and the Name, Post Office, County and State should
be distinct to avoid mistakes.

ALPHABET BLOCKS.

TRANSPARENT SLATER*

CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,

BACKGAMMON BOARDS, Ac , Ad

P0RTZM0NAI8.

LADIET ARE DELIGHTED WITH

PURSES,

SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.

SCAP BOOKS,

They relieve a Cough instantly.

ALBUMS,

They clear the Throat.

ENGLISH POETS.
In Antiquo-mor-and Blue and GoIa Aindicgy

They give strength and volume to the voioo.

POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,

They imparl a delicious aroma to the breath.

In Fine Binding*

They are delightful to the tasta.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,

A Good Assartmottt

They are made of simp's herbs and cannot harm
any ono.

AT

I advise every one who has a Cough or a Husky
Voice or a Bad Breath, or any difficulty of the Throat,
to get a package of my Throat Confections. They
will relieve you instantly, aud you will agree with
me that “they go right to the spot” You will find
them very useful and pleasant whilo travelling or at
tending public moetings, for stilling your cough or
allaying your thirst. If you try one package, I am
safe in saying that you will ever afterwards consid
er them indispensable. You will find them at the
Druggists and dealers in medicines.

WEEITK’S
Dee. 11,1860.

GREAT CURE!
DR. J.ELAND’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,
IS THE ONLY REMEbY KNOWN FOR

PRICE TWENTY-CENT3,

RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA
AND A fiFKK CLRE FOR

My signature is on each package. All others are

All Mcrctirinl JLHseagcs.

counterfeit.
A Package will be sent by mail, prepaid, on re
ceipt of Thirty Cents.
Address

T is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a
medicated compound, to bo worn around th«
Waist, without injury to the most delicate person
no change in habits of living is required, end it entircly removes the disease from the system, without
producing the injurious effects arising from the use
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief
only. By this treatment, the medicinal properties
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood
and reaches the disease through the pores of tbe skin,
effecting in every instance a perfeoi cure, nnd re
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.^—
This band is also a most pewerful Anti-M krcfrial
agent, and will entirely relieve tho system from the
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are
cured in a few days, and we are constanly receiving
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated cases of
long standing.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or can
be sent by mail or express, with full -directions for
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin
cipal office.

I

HENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 43 Cedar St. New York.

MeFVousHeadache

No. 409 BROADWAY, New Y'ork.

G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors*

Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet
ter, Broken Breasts. Frosted Feet and Chilblains,
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia aud Rheu
.______ _
matism.
AdIt is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Fever.
By the use of these Pills the periodic nHacks of
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
water, us a gargle, will cure, and it is used with great Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and
if
taken at the commencement of an attack imme
success in Diptheria.
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob
TI»c Pain Krilicr
taken internally, should bo adulterated with milk or tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will 1)6 more effee- Headache to which females are so subject,
tive than anything else.
I They act gently upon the bowels, removing CosSce Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle. • tiveness.
—xul'Tzia Kii.L'ntv is uy ttnivcrstn gOBSgTit af-~!—T'or'ER'eraryTHen,'Ffudeiite,'Delicate Females,
lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed 'and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valuin the history of medical preparations. Its instanta-! able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
n^’HeJeCt 'n„^e Unfi.r° eradicat‘?n and extinction tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and resteroj PAIi, in all its various forms incidental to the ; jug the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver- | system.
°fLth? n“.in
favor, :have been I The CEPHALIC PILLS are tho result of long
and are its own
advertisment.
j
.. ..
, , ,
.
What stronger proof of these facts can bo produced nveptl?a"°» aIld carefully conducted experiments,
than the following letter, received unsolicited, from I >av"'?becn '»
many years during which time
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
REV. W. JACOB .
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1S60.
Messers. Perry Davis <fc Son—Gentlemen:—Allow nating in the nervous system oy from a deranged
mo, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in their composition,
for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family
these several years, and found it all it claims to be. and may be taken at all times with perfect safety
without
making any change of diet, and the ab
F»r Rheumatism, Coughs -.olds, Burns Cholera ten
dencies and difficert'es, as well as diseases generally sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
that prevail in families. I regard tho Pain Killer as administer them to children.
beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any medi
BE,WARE OE’ COUNTERFEITS !
cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C.
family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases Spalding on each Box.
worth more than any doctor. Tho testimony of oth
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med
ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally icines.
favorable. .Many clergymen have spoken ofit in the
A Box will besentby mail, prepaid, on'receipt
highest terms as a family medicince. Missionaries of the
in repeated instances ha ve said to-me in person and
PRTCE, 25 CENTS.
in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far tho
All orders should be addressed to
best medicine used in heathen lauds, aud they use it
IIENRY C. SPALDING,
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth
48 Cedar Street, New York.
ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to say
as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to
TIIE
FOLLOWING
ENDORSEMENTS OF
others. Y>>u are at liberty to use this testimonial, if
SPA LDING’S
of any service.
Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.

N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free.
Agents Wanted Everywhere -tS-S.
For sale bv James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
May 14, 1861.
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Beware Of All Imitations’

BOXES OF PAINTS,

PORTFOLIOS,

PAIN KILLER,

?

T

Administrator’s Yoisce.

OIL COLORED VIEWS,

THROAT CONFECTIONS

SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.

! FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE:

OTICE is hereby given that tho undersigned has
been duly appointed and qualified by tho Pro
bate Court, within and for Knox county,-Ohio, as
ministrator on the estate of Catharine Stahl deceased
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
make immediate payment to the undersigned, and
all persons holding claims against said estate, arc no
tified to present them legally proven for settlement
within one year from this date.
Sept. 24
SYLVESTER FLBTCIIEB, Adm’s.

UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOK'S,

SPALDING’S

GENTLEMEN CARRV

THE GREAT
Stanton, the fusion candidate for Lieufetant Governor, said :
It they shall maintain their position, and ifpukli? opinion i the seceding Stales shall sustain
AKEN internally, it curessudden Colds, Coughs,
Ac., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing
the authorities there f>r a year or two to come
Sore Mouth, Canker, Liver Complaint. Dispepsia or
so as to show that nothing but a war of subjuga
Indigestion.
Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
tion and conquest can bring them back, 1, for Complaint, Painter
’s Cholic,Chob ra, Diarrhoea and
one, am disposed to recognize that independence. Dysentery.
Is that regarded sound Union sentiment?
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
Mr.

HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,

GOOD FOR CLERGYMEN.
GOOD FOR LECTURERS,
GOOD FOR PUBLBC SPEAKERS,
GOOD FOR SINGERS,
GNOD for CONSUMPTIVES

CERA.TE, OR OI.VFMEKT,

and you have a permanent euro.
T11E CERATE has proved itself to be the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has
never boon known to fail of effecting a permanent
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim 
ples on the face. And for Sore Kiplst and Sore Eyes.
tho Cerate is tho only thing required to cure.” It
should be kept in the house of every family.
Read the foilowiag letter from tho most reliable
authority, and any person desiring further evidence
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
Pa rker:—
Eau Claire, Eau Clairo Co., Wig., Oct. 1, 186’.
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our
place, casually heard of a most offectual cure of an
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam
ily, having politely roquested the facts of tho case, I
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son. and
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
a half old. I npplied from time to tirno for aid to the
most efficient physicians in the eastterti states, one
of whom had traveled Europe; but whilst he would
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis
ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
wish the most virulent type, until he arrived at the
nt the ago of fourteen years, when my eye providen
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I nt
on -e procured one bottle, which on trial so encour
aged me that I procured two more, with tho Cerate,
and the result is that my son now is and has been ef
fectually cured of that wretched diseise for the last
throe aud a half years. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
Directions accompany each Bottle
Sold by most
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS <t Co., Proprietors,
Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, O.
To whom orders for the above Medines may he
addressed.
St Id Wholesale and Retail by S. W, Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon: James Blanchard, Ml. Vernon: R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague <t
Hosee, Fredericktown: W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts it Samuel, Columbus.
May 1 l-rr.6

From Baltimore.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

INSTANT RELIEF! STOP YOUR COUGH!

WEAVER'S

Baltimore, Sept. 20.
The Cumberland papers say that Captain
Kidd’s company of cavalry from New Creek and
a company of infantry from Fort I enoleton,
made a descent upon a rebel camp at I etersburg
llardv countv. Va., on the 12:h instant. One
shot, from a 12 pounder scattered the rebels like
chaff. Several were killed and wounded and a
number taken prisoners.
The camp and all its campage was taken and
destroyed : also a large quantity of corn, guns,
uniforms, &c.
Col. Zeigler attacked some 250 rebels while
they w°re drilling near B irbansville. The reb
els fl-d at the first fire. Their leaders and two
Chase’s Opinion in 1843At the celebrated Abolition Convention, which others were made prisoners, and several were
was held in Buffalo iu 1843, Mr. Chase was Chair killed and wounded.
man of the Committee, which reported the fol
From Louisville.
lowing ('-solutions :
Louisvjli.g. Sept. 19.
Resolved, That we are hereby give it to be dis
tinctly understood, by this nation and the world,
Early this morning the United States Marshal
that as Abolitionists,considering that the strength seized the office of the Louisville Courier, and
of our cause lies in its righteousness, and ou arrested Ex Governor Moorehead. Reuben T.
hopes for it in our conformity to the laws of God, Durett, one of the proprietors of the Courier,
and our support of the rights of man, we owe to and Martin W. Barr, Telegraphic News Reporter
the Sovereign Ruler of the Universe, as a proof of the New Orleans Associated Press, on charges
of our allegiance to him, in all our civil relations, of treason or complicity with trait irs. The pris
and offices, whether as friends, citizens, or as oners were carried to Jeffersonville, and will he
public functionories, sworn tosuppert the Consti transferred to the custody of the Marshal of the
tution of ihe United States, REGARD and Indiana District.
Transmission of telegraphic news southward
TREAT the third clause of the instrument, when
ever applied in the case of fugitive slaves, as has been iuterdicted, anl the hues are still inter
UTTERLY NULL and VOID, and consequently rupted.
as forming NO BART of the Constitution of the
United States, whenever we are called upon or
Is McClellan a Genins.
sworn to support it.
We find this sentence in one of the London
The author of the above is now the Secretary Saturday Review’s articles ott American affairs:
“General M-Clellan must be a greater genius
ofiIts Treasury in Mr. Lincoln's cabinet. Chase
then called upon God to witness that he would than ever the world has yet produced if he can
disobey and despise one article of the Constitu make an effective army out of the materials at
tion whenever called upon to approve it.
Lis command without a much longer delay than
---------------- 0 ----------.----------will he agreeable to the impetuous patriots of Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it.
Css5“ Read P rof. Woods advertisement in an New York.”
other column.
*
“ Little Mac,” as the soldiers cal! him, must
PERRY DAVIS’
VEGETABLE
frame tho answer.

Jefferson City, Sept. 18
iu certain quarters, we think that Knox county
Two couriers have just arrived from Lexing
has done well for the present war. Countingthose
ton. The following intelligence is believed by
that have gone into the service, the volunteers the commanding officer here to be in the main
in camp, and the companies now being raised part reliable :
Gen. Price commenced the attack on the en
between 700 and 800 men, have enrolled them
selves in the “army list.” The following figures trenchment at Lexington, commanded by Col.
Mulligan, on Monday. The fight was severe.—
will sustain this assrtion : Capt. H. B. Banning’s All day long Price assaulted the works, but was
company 100 men, Capt. Carpenter's company repulsed with a severe loss.
The fight was renewed on Thuriday morning
100, Capt. Blackston Banning's company 100,
(’apt. Hyatt’s company CO from Knox, Homer. hut feebly sustained.
When the couriers left, Gen. Lane was at
.'Ompany 40 from Knox, Brownsville and Lou Johnstown, Bales, county with a force of 2,000
donville company 30 from Knox, Capt. Muensch- to 3,000, marching to the relief of Lexington.
The rebel loss on Mond ,y is reported at 4.000
Social Jtfffias.
. i’s company 50, Capt. Roger's company 100.
A'ex. Cassell’s company (now forming) 44, John and that of the federal troops at 8000, which is
probably exaggerated.
Cassell's (now forming) 70.
Jefferson City, Sept. 19.
Read the advertisement respecting •• Dr. Lel
In addition to this, Capt. Williams is now en'
The correspondent of the St. Louis Democrat and’s Anti Rheumatic Band,” in another column.—
..aged in raising a company and although some says that we have no definite reports from Lex- According to the report of those who have tried it—
ton, but it is a settled fact that that place is and who have been cured of the most violent attacks
•f the stay-at-home patriots are throwing obsta
of Rheumatism by it—there is no remody extant
cles in his way, and are making false and scan- invested hy Gen. Price with some 10,000 or 15,- equal to this in cases of Rheumatism—and having no
000 rebel troops. Good military authorities here reason to doubt the statements we have heard in fa
alons representations in regard to his loyalty, are confident, however, that the United Slates
vor of tho “ Band,” we cordially recommend its use
• |jll, we have every reason to believe that he will troops there have been reinforced, and that unless to those who affli.- ted with this disease. Be sure
the
place
was
taken
yesterday
it
is
sate.
Price
and
read the advertisement mo3t carefu ly. scp3
I 2 entirely successful in filling up a fine compais reported to have a park of artillery part of
ivv of good fighting men.
which are the guns taken from Gen. Siegel’s bat
ffNP Cure your own horses, and save tho Barrier’s
Lieut. B irrowes, of Penna., has opened a re- tery nt the battle of Springfield. A part of Pri
fee! The following letter received from Dr. Deal,
» lulling office in this city, and is receiving en ce’s forces is reported to be forty miles from this who is a Veterinary Surgeon of great skill :
Bowersville, Harrison co., 0., May 1850
city. Iiis scouts ha'e been fifteen miles from
1 talents for the Regular Army.
Messrs. J.‘N. Harris A Co., Cincinnati:
.
3efore the expiration of another month we he- here.
I have given Perry Davis' Pain Killer in many
Ben. McCulloch, with 18,090 well armed reb eases
of colic, cramp and dysentery in horses, and
1 eve at least 800 Knox county boys will be in els, is reported to be advancing rapidly from the
never knew it to fail to cure in a single instance. I
1 e service of their country.
southwest in the direction of either Rolla or this look upon it as a certain remedy.
city. Many think this will be the point of at
---------------- ««w----------------- JOHN R. DEAL.
For Colds, Sprains. Scratches, <6c., thero is no
tack. Another object of his march is said to be
Gored by an Ox.
better
Liniment.
—
Try
it.
On Monday last, Sept, lfi'fc, ns Mr. Joseph to get between our troops and Rolla and other
Sold by ail medicine dealers.
gepS
points, and prevent junctions while the main force
1'echtell was driving a young bullock iuto town is operating ngairrsx Lexington and the Capital,
V.dS" Dr. Richardson's Sherry Wine Bitters.
t . be slaughtered, the animal became verv un- and if these plans are successful, then to form a
In ISOS, Dr. Nathan Richardson, a physician re- j
i anagable, and «f!ien near the Railroad depot be junction with the force.
siding in South Reading Mass., discovered and j
proved in his extensive practice in that ) lace and '
i nde several ferocious plunges ai the horse JIr
neighboring towns, the beneficial effects of the med- j
[Correspondence of the Commercial Advertiser.]
1-. was riding, rendering it difficult to keep cut
now given to the world as the Sherry Wine Bit
cj Gur.ira
the President ieine
ters. The success of Dr. R iehanlson’s practice be- ‘
( his way. Mr. Bechtell dismounted his horse, A Conspiracyand
his*
* Cabinet.
coming heralded throughout the New England [
b aping iu that to manage the animal belter, but
States, his business so increased that he was cum- 1
Washington, Sept 15.
j elled to relinquish the visiting system, and estab- j
i > sooner had he done so than th-^ animal made
The government obtained inform-t on soi.e lisli offices in different'parts of the State, where, on 1
i f.rious plunge at him, and gored his body in a two months ago ot a conspiracy iu Baltimore, stated days, he met his patients. Sunday was the
ejicate part, inflicting a severe wpund. Mr. B composed of the most promiueut men iu that city only day that he could be found at home, and many
the present inhabitants of South Reading wilt well
\ R3 taken to the Depot Hotel, and Dr. Russell who at the proper time, were to come on to of
Washington with their trained bands secretly or remember the throng of carriages that always sur
was immediately sent for, who dressed ihe wo.und ganized. numbering some nine thousand men. rounded iiis house on t!ie Sabbath.
The present proprietor, Dr. S. 0. Richardson, (son j
i nd gave anodynes to the injured man- We and assist in the capture of Mr. Lincoln and cer
of the late I)r. Nath .n Richardson), a graduate ol tbe ;
: re happy to learn that the wounds are not se- tain members of toe Cabinet.
New Hampshire Medic il College, where he received
This splendid undertaking was to be accom his degrees with usual honor, and also a member of
i ious and that Mr. Bechtell is now able to move
plished just. as soon as the rebels were prepared the Medical Society of Boston, for the purpose of re- I
about.
weie prepared to make an attack on ihis city.— lieving his aged an I honored parent from his ardu- I
The Horse Show.

Don’t Delay to Purify the Bojod.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.

SEPHALiC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM

’

The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists
throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
J. N. HARRIS & Co.,
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which I
Proprietors for the Western and Southern Stales,
they
were
made,
viz: Cure of Headache in all
Cincinnati, Ohio
Sold Wholesale nnd Retail by James Blanchard, forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; It. 3. French, Gambier;
They have been tested in more than a thousand
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague £ Hosac, Fred
ericktown ; W. T McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
Danville.
May 1 l-6in
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
ache,send
for a box, fCephalic Pills,) so that you
gps-ing and Smiisiier Remedy.
may have them in caseol an attack.
Good for the Stomach.
E'rom the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to he a remarkably
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
very best for that very frequent complaiut which

GKOVER & BAKER, STILI- AHEAD]

j

GREAT REDUCTIO X IN PR J GES !
PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless
Grover A Bakor Sewing Machine, for $40 1 1 (
The only Company that manufactures the two vari
eties of ^Machines. Double Lock and Single Locltor
Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory!!!
In tell igence reaches us from ail parts of the Un
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler
Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover J Baker
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them,
and all well regulated families have, or should have
ono, because they make less noise, are more simple,
run with groater speed, and less friction, consequent
ly arc more durable than other machines. They
also mako tho most beautiful and elastic stich or
seam, which is fastened when it leaves tho Machine.
I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold.
A word to the wiso is sufficient. Call and get circu
lar and examine for yourselves.
We are pretty familiar with the merits of thelead.
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grover
<t Baker.—Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread, Silk and Cotton constantly ow
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale,
at the MUSIC STORI^t 2d door below Xnox Co,
Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. ?7, I SCO.

A

NEW

HEADACHE,

The Celebrated New England Remedy ; haZever been’discovered
for

LI A B ITU AL CONSTIPATION,
Jiiiitidicf*. Fever anil Ague. Grurra I SSebitily

From tho Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Til.
AVe heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his tinri
vailed Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va.
AVe are suie that persons suffering with the
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are
sure that your testimony can be added to the al j
readjT numerous list that has received benefits that j
no other medicine can produce.
From the St Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic I
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Towa,
Mr. Spai cing would not connect his nams with j
an article he did not know 'o possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the j
most respectable q uarlers.

STOKE!

MOUNT VERNON I!

WILLIAM BEAM,
Late of the firm of BEAAI & MEAD, having located
himself on tho
EAST STDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR
SOUTH OF LlPPltT’S DRUG STORE,
and nearly opposito the KENYON HOUSE, trusts
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to
find him and his new location, with a erood stock of

NEW GOODS
A T CASH

PRICES.

In Goods, Pricos and Attention, he shall aim to please
and merit a share of the public patronagi,
April 23. 1S61.

GOOD NEWS FOL THE PEOPLE!

FORT SUMTER
lias I’osKively been Iteinfoiced!

anil all IJisensesarising from a E>isoritrrOTAVITBSTANDING the united opposition of
etl Stomach, B.iver, or tSawelx.
_1_Fort Moultrie. AVe run them in not in the
fFTIEY are used and recommended hy loading
night, nor with muffled oars, but iu broad day light,
JL Physicians of the country, and all who try them
by the ear load.
pronounce them invaluable.
AVe are not only selling Sugar* extremely low, but
Dr. JAMES L. LEJ5PE-RE, writes from Navarre,
all other goods as eotnparitively cheap. Thankful
Stark Co., Ohio, “tho Bitters are highly praised by
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a
those suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia aridliver
continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fucomplaint.”
turo by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at the
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
Old Corner.
feb. 20, ‘61.
G. M. PAY.
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my
A Q ANTITY of the celebrated Ilambarg Cheese
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
justrceeived nttho Old Corner.
appetite. It relieved me, and lean recommend it
Feb. 26,’61.
G.M.FAY.
with great assurance of its merits.”
Dr. WM. M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
ALL
and
see
those
nice
and
cheap
Sugars,before
us that they are the most valuable medicine offered.
purchasingelsewherc, at the Old Corner.
Ho has recommended them with great success, and
Feb, 26, ’61.
G.M.FAY.
with them made several cures of palpitation of the
E. R. DIB11LEE,
J. C. WORK.
L. C. MOO11B
heart and general debility.
11 i;a ry p. waro ew,
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry
Lato Mt. Vernon, with
Co. Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May j JTA single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED i
3 1S60. Be was much reduced, having been afflict-' GLUE will save ten limes its cost annually,j
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
Importers and Jobbers of
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods,
tratin'* character, “after using a few hotties I was
SPALDING
’
S
PREPARED
GLUE
!
97 Chambers k 79 * 81 reape st., k. t.
completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
Sead lor a Catalogue,
SAVE THE PRICES !
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted
Select your hooks, enclose the price, and direct your
HOWARD
ASSOcIaTIO?L
with rhuiuatisin for twenty years, in all its various ECONOMY !
DISPATCH !
letter to
J
PHILADELPHIA.
forms and at the date of his lettor he had been two
BIT “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,”
G. W. PITCHER.
years’well; the Bitters effecting tho cure, when
As accidents will happen, even in well regula A Denevolent Institution established by special En
677 Broadway, New York. several physicians could do him no good. He says,
dowment for the Relief of the Sick and Distresseri.
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
afflicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, an t
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney and convenient way i'or repairing Furniture, Toys,
A SINGLE TRIAL
especially for the Cuae of Diseases nf the Sexual
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific ccrtuin remedy.” Crockery, &c.
Organs.
Will convince yon that the best and most economi
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
cal way of purchasing books is to send to the
EDICAL ADA’ICE given gratis, by tbe Acting
fa section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he meets all such emergencies, and no household oan
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a
mo’t cheerfully recommends them of decided merit
PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE.
afford to be witnout it. it is always reaoy,aua description of th
in all cases of'FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEP8IA, up to the sticking point
...
habits of...................
life,'Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty,
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
G. W. PITCHER, Successor to
USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
Medicines furnished free of charge.
D
K.
GALLEIIERS,
M.
D.,
writes
from
Van
D. W. EVANS & CO.,
N.
B.
—
A
Brush
accompanies
each
Bottle.
Price
VALUABLE
REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and
Wert, Ohio, “I most respectfully recommend the
Address,
other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the
PUBLISHER AND BOOKSELLER,
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per 25 cents.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
I NEW REMEDIES employed in tbe Dispensary, sent
sons. and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
___________________ _ _____ Broadway, Y. N.
No. 43 Cedar Street, New York. j to tho afflicted in sealed letter evelopes, free of charge,
Such News we are receiving Daily.
i Two or three Stamps for postage will be acceptab’e
B O UND TO BLA1Z!
Pull Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
j
Address. DR. J. BKILLlN HOUGHTON, Acting
CAUTION.
V IsII it distinctly understood we have no con
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting , Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2 South Ninth
nection with any other house in tho city, having
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. 11 \RRIS A' CO.
purchased of Mr. J. Georgs tho stock and paid him
Cincinnati, Goio, Proprietors for the Southern and to palm off on the unsuspecting public, imitations Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of tlie Directors.
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons
for it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not
Western States, to whom address all orders.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President..
even as a creditor. Wo have his documents to prove
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O.; James to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull
G
eo
. FAtRcninn, Secretary.
the same.
feb. 26, ’61.
G. M. FAY.
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon: R. S. French, Gauibier; N. name,
Philadelphia, Dec. U:y.
IEPSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE,XT
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague & llosac, TredeSPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef iust ricktown; AV. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. AV. feapp, is on the outside wrapper; all others are swindling
received at the Old Corner.
Justice's Blanks for sale at the Banner Office.
Feb.2C
Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus. [May 116 1 counterfeits,
Feb. 25,'61,
G. M. FAY,

C
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MT. VERNON BJSINESS.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

HUHZY ». Glare'llKl-I.,

X.EJ'W ZEES’

New Firm.

AT73KWEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
A hi/ Notary Public,

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North eido of Krernn Block.
August28, 1860-1y. ________ _________________

CHARLES P. BALDWIN,
A T TO R N K Y AT B A W ,

Blount Vernon, Uh.UK
Prompt attention given *o Collodions and secur-

tg ail Claims entmstod to his caro.

3SBT- C. F. Baldwin, is also, aNotary Public, and
will attend to such business as is authorised by his
sotnmission, with promptness and despatch.

April 10th, 1860-8mo.

___

MARSH.41, HEIM,

ATT Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors
South Knox Connty Bank.
[march 27.
vsfUBT w. aorroN.
wm. l. bans.

COTTON & BANE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, 0.
ILL ATTEND to all business intrusted to
V v them, in any of the Courts.
Office.—N. E. corner of Main and Gambier sts.,
vor Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishineuL oo2»

JOHN ADAMS,
Attsmey at Law and Notary Public,
OFFICE—IN WARP’S NEW BUILDING,

Mount Vernon, Ohio.

M .lhtf.

_____ _ __ WM« DUNBAR,

ATTORNEY AT LAW1,
VERNON, KNOX COUWTT, OHIO.

*TT

3<» Jfflceiu Banning Building,northwest corner
Mninand Vine street*,in theroom formerly occupied
by M. H. Mitchell_________
_
Samuel Irracl.
„£“pK

ISRAEL A DM IN,
Attorneys at Law & Solicitors In Chancery,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
Prompt attention given to all business en
trusted to them, and especially to colloeting and sc
ouring claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
Doe. 7:tf.
_____________ _
R. C. HURD.

TRANK H. HURD.

R. C. Hl'RD & SOY,
Attorneys and Counselors at Law,
war12-tf
___ MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.

SASli^DOOBS AND BL.IISDS.

DEVOE & HUBBELL,
nnounce to the citizens of knox

A

and tho sr.rrounding counties, that they are
now prepared to manufacture to ordor all kinds of
SashfDoors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames,
Rud all work required in house finishing. Wo shall
uso the very best material, and will warrant all our
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
_________
[march20.

J. H. MILLER,

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ao.,
.Vo. 109 ain St., up Stairs,

Mount Vernon, Ohio.
ilded side and top lights, window

G

Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Land Scape Painting done to order.
Pictures
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable
terms. Stenoeling in paper or metal neatly ex
ecuted.
P. S. Blockletterscut to order.

TEMPLE OF ART!

H AVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:

I

(540 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
606 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 ncra.s in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county. Ohio.
’83 acres in Mercer county: Ohio.
marl

CABINET BUSINESS,
tToaoplT SSb-

I STAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol
j Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
curry on the

CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at tho foot of
Main btreet, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
will be found Burenu9, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
Washstands, Cupboards, Ac., Ac._

UNDERTAKING!. ,

,

Pills.

RESTORATIVE CORDIAL'

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Cheaper than Ever!

T

D.

MEAD’S,

W.

1

A

WASHING MACHINE!

I

N

DRUG

Furniture Rooms,

COACH AND CARRIAGE FACTORY.
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.

W

S

MT.- VERNON, OHIO.
Spocialattention given to tho collection of clainia,
and the purchase aud sale of Roal-Estato.

Blood Purifyer and

SPRING GOODS! I

R

AMBROTYPES AND MELA1N0TYPES.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Hanning Building,over N. McQijfin'a Shoe Store

PROF. O. J. WOOD’S

A compound remedy, designed to be the .most ef
Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
fectual Alterative that can be made. It is a £on*
I desire to inform the public that ray
MORTON & SAIT
centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined
S precisely what its name indicates,for whilo
ESPECTFULLY inform tho citizens of Mount
pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara
with other substances of still greater alterative
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
ting and strengthening to tlio vital powers. It also
Vernon and vicinity, that they tire now prepar
power as to afford an effective antidote for the
ARE COMPLETED!
revivifies, reinstates and renews the blood in all its
ed to suit every one in their line of business, nt pri diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is ces that cannot be sold under.
original purity, and thus restores and renders the
lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those who
noodlcss to comment upon my work, as it recom
GO AND SEE
system invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is the
suffer from Strumous complaints, nnd that one
mends itself. I mako Photographs from small min Their now stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
only preparation ever offered to tlie woild in a popu
which will accomplish their cure must prove of
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
lar form so ns to be within tho reach of nil.
sizes and styles. In addition to om other stock, wo
immense service to this large class of our afflicted
a splendid assortment of Ilats and Cnps ot the
So chemically and skillfully combined as to bo the
DR. llOIHCK’S
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL, have
fellow-citizens. IIow completely this compound
latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfectly adapted so
S C A N DIN A VIA N R EMED IES.
will do it has been proven by experiment on many
Water Colors, or
also, a good a.-soiiuient of Ilosiory aud Gloves.
as to act in perfect accordance with the laws of nature,
— AT
HE evidence in tho possession of Dr. Robnck, of the worst cases to be found of the following
at 3ttT JJJfe K A5A_ at jWJ
•
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the
which is at all times aocessiblo to the public, es complaints: —
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype tlicir Leather and Findings at
digestive organs, and allay all norvous and other ir
tablish the following
Scrofula and Scrofulous Complaints, Erup
Morton & Sapp’s Hoot and Shoe Store,
of a doooascd friend, (no mattor bow poor), it can
ritation. It is also perfectly exhilarating in its effects
FACTS!
tions and Eruptive IMseases, Ulcers, Pimples,
bo enlarged to any six? and colored true to nature. Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building,
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres
That
the
BLOOD
PURIFIER
and
BLOOD
TILLS
I wish particularly to impress upon tho mind of Mt. Vernon, Ohio._________________ _____ may 14
Blotches, Tumors, Salt IIheum, Scald Head,
sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta
the public this important branch of Photography.
Syphilis and Syphilitic affections, Mercurial
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic have been proved by analysis to
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
Contain No Mineral,
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg
and
soothing
properties,
and
consequently
can
never
Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia or lie Douloureux,
IIIE
evacuation
of
Fort
Sumtor
by
tho
United
That
they
euro
the
almost
universal
complaint,
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
injure. As a a sure peventive and cure of
Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion,. Erysipe
States docs not say that E. WILCOX has eva
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
Dyspepsia
Old
Stand
of
Beam
&,
Mead,
CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES
las, Rose or St. Anthony’s Eire, and indeed the
cuated bis old stand on Main street, over Brown’s
with
unerring
certainty,
and
in
a
very
short
timo.
—
my Gallery.
__
TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF APPETITE
whole class of complaints arising from Impurity
Jewelry Store, where ho still remains and expects
AMBROTYPES
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS .IRRlTABILI- ’ That after all other medicinos have provod useless,
to conduct his business ns horetoforo, in all its vari
of the Blood.
they relievo
And nil small work dono on short notice. We ex ous branebos. Garments of all descriptions out and South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets,
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF
This compound will be found a great promoter
Liver Complaint,
tend a oordial invitation to all to call and examine made to order on short notice, and as durable as can Mt Vernon, Ohio.
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY
ap 30
nnd restore tho health and strength of the sufferer. of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the
Specimens.
POCHONDRIA. NIGHT SWEATS
bo done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the
foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea
That
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over mountains, and in the latest style, according to eas U777/IO LOY6/; M()RE!
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND
son of the year. By the timely expulsion of them
Sick Females,
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. tern fashions.
THAT
CLASS
OF
CASES
SO
who have languished for years in helpless weakness many rankling disorders are nipped in the budloin W. POWER,
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
Garments Clcanod and Repaired in tho best man
FEARFULLY
FATALCALLand
despondency,
recuperate
with
great
rapidiiy
un

Multitudes can, by tlie aid of this remedy, spafT
FTER
an
nbsense
of
many
months,
during
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus
ED FEMALE WEAKNESS,
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual themselves from the endurance of foul eruptions
which time he has been following his profession
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for
AND IRREGULARITIES.
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle and ulcerous sores, through which the system will
of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal
nov!3-1y. ’
N. E LEWIS.
thoir liberal support heretofore received, he solicits gallories of Fine Art in the South and West, has re
THERE IS NOTHING ITS EQUAL,
stimulating properties. Tlint-thcy recruit
strive to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to*
a continuance of tho samo, and asks as many now turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened big
THE CATARACT
Also, Liver derangements or Torpidity and Liver
Shattered Constitutions,
do this through the natural channels of the body
ones as feel they can trust him w ith their work,
Complaints, Diseases of tho Kidney, or any genenl however they may have been trifled with and abus
by an alterative medicine. Cloanse out the vitiated
UNION GALLERY IF ART,
no 9:tf
E. WILCOX.
derangement of the Urinary organs.
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, blood whenever you lind its impurities bursting'
In tho spacious rooms prepared especially for him,
To the People of Knox County anil espe
It will not only euro tho debility following Chills
MEDICAL.
immediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus and Fever, but preventall attacks arisingffrom Mias and render it enjoyable. That operating directly through the skin in pimples, eruptions, or sores;
cially the Ladies.
upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
TIN
HE
subscriber
respectfully
informs
the
commusell,
Sturges
A
Co.,
West
side
of
Main
street,
Mt.
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug
HAVE been for several years on the look out for
influences, and cures tlie diseases at once, if
Cause Soon to Ileal,
1 nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has Vernon, where ho is prepared and furnished with the matic
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul,
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
already attacked.
,
and
discharge
from
tho
system
every
taint
of
Scro

tried in ray family and found some that did prettysettled in said place as a regular practising Physi means of executing his art in a manner not to be
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where
TRAA ELERS should have a bottle with them, as’ fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
cian,
having
graduated
in
Philadelphia,
and
as
such
surpassed by any artist in tho land.
woll as long as they kept in order. But they all
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse
Recruit the Debilitated,
solicits
patronage,
especially
from
the
female
portion
Fife-Sized Photographs,
soon failed in this respoct and somo shook themquences following upon change of climate and water. and that there'is
__ _ ___no___________
___ ___and Bow-w..- health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood.
disease of tho Stomach
of
society.
Her
rooms
are
in
Ilill
’
s
Building,
corner
Painted
in
oil
colors,
by
the
best
Artist
of
the
North
sclvos to pieces.
As it prevents costivenoss, strengthens the diges els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands i Keep tlie blood healthy, and all is well; but with
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machino ope of Main and Garabior streets, entrance between Tay West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to the tive organs, it should be in tho hands of all persons or Muscles,
! this pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the of sedentary habits.
rated by Mr. Eiswald tho inventor, and was struck lor ife Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go
Arising from Impurities or
ISiS— Country calls promptly nttecdod to.
most reasonable prices. His largo stock of Frames,
with its simplicity; aud especially with the fact that
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer
wrong, and tlie great machinery oi life is disordered
Obstructions
of
the
Blood
July
23-tf
JANE
PAYXE,
M.
D.
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— cise should always use it.
thero was no shaking motion to it. It had no more
or overthrown.
Or Secretions,
His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of
tondoncy to rattlo to pieces than a grindstone, or a
MOTHERS should use it, for it is a perfect relief, in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the reputa
the
day,
and
in
all
kinds
of
weather,
having
been
taken
a
month
or
two
before
the
final
trial,
she
will
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his
ministered beforo the very citadel of life has been tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world
I TOiTlRE
prepared undor his immediate supervision. He feels pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety. invaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough
has been egrcgiously deceived by preparations of it,
Tlirrc is no Mi.inltr About it,
trial in my family, and also in some others ; and beBear in mind that the SCAND1VADIAN VEGE
OW receiving at the old stnnd, sign of tho Big confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per THE CORDIAL
IS ALL WE CLAI.Al FOR IT!! TABLE BLCOD TILLS are endorsed by the expe partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue
carno so woll satisfied with its merits that I purchas
Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Store, the largest fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep
ed tho patentright for several counties.
Mothers Try It.
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
and best stock of Furniture over offered for salenish
in all country Artists with all kinds ofStock at East
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of
These machines are now maeufactured at tho Ko- this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetcs, ern prices. The entire community are cordially in
cline not only of your daughters beforo it bo too month, proclaim them to bo the very best prepara- i it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables, vited to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
can confidently recommend tneru as the best ma Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed
jr-if- Don’t forget to call a{ his Rooms over Rus late, but also your sons and husbands, for while the tion of the kind ever offered to the broken-down vie- ‘ any tiling else.
farmer from false delicacy, often go down to a pre- fans of ill-heath. They hunt disease through every !|
chino for washing that I over saw. They will wash steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinet line sell, Sturges A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
During late years the public have been misled
maturo grave, rather than let their condition be avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Exany amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a the market requires. I also keep on hand and make
June 25th. lS61.tf.
known in time, tho latter are often so mixed up with oughly and permanently.
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They to order Curlod Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses,
! tract of .Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of these
the excitement of business, that if it were not for
are not liablo to get out of ordor and will last a Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur
No one can doubt their superiority after one sin- j have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only
you,
they
too,
would
travel
in
tho
same
downward
lifetime.
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact ehca- .i contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no
tain Fixtures, tlio host in use, also, a few choice
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.— per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number !j curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
But
the
mother
is
always
vigilant,
and
to
you
we
tire satisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned
of them to produce a better effect.
painful disappointment has followed the use of the
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
KNOX COUNTY
confidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing
in good order, within twenty days and the money Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi- I various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the
affection
will
unerringly
pointyou
to
PROF.
WOOD
’
S
will bo handed back without asking any questions.
er,
$1
per
bottle,
or
$5
per
half
dozen.
Of
the
J
The public are invitod to call and oxamine my
market, until the name itself is justly despised, and
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENO- Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per j
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
stock and prices.
[apr26]
W. C. WILLIS.
has become synonymous with imposition and chcatMt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.
OATOR as tho remedy which should be always on box, or 5 boxes for $1.
Still
we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
hand in time of need.
JAMES H. M FARLAND.
WILLIAM WELLS
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway, New York,
McFARLUD & WELLS
A NEW ARTICLE.
from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by
HAVE JUST OPENED
Dr. Itobaek’s Stomach Bittern.
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
NEW
A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for wc think we have ground for believing it has vir
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of
May 7, 1861.
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to
secure their complete eradication from the system,
try. Try it.
On Main Street, over Hank's Saddle and Harness
PURIFY THE BLOOH!
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re the remedy should be judiciously taken according
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Russell,
to directions on the bottle.
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
MOFFAT’S
Sturges A Co's Rank,

ILLIAM SANDERSON respect- ,
fully informs the public and his
May 22, 1860.______
_________
friends that he continues to manufac- ■
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
of finish and proportion.
C. A. MCDONAI.D,
All orders will boexocuted with strijt regard toduUCCESSOR to Powor A McDonald,respectfully rability and beauty of finish. Repairswi/ also beatannounces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and tended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use in
vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ
A Melainotypes. in tlio best style of art, at his rooms none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
business he flitters himself that he will give entire ly satisfied on a trial of thoir work. All my work
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business will bo warranted.
Prioos as low as the lowest. Please give me a call
Purchasorsarerequested togive me a call bebefore engaging pictureselsewhere.
[mayltf.
ore buyingolsowhere.
Mar.20:t-j

D. C. MONTGOMERY

NEW

T

W

JOSEPH M'COIIMICK'S
FURNITURE

WARE ROOMS. H
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.

T

F URLONG~FOUNDRY.

T

I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hoarse, and will bo ready to attend funerals when
Sugar Mills with B. I>. Grans’
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on band
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
and made to order.
J. 8. MARTIN.
Patented March 20th, 1860. Theso mills are heavy
fehS.-tf
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexeclled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
REMOVAL.
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the
furnaeo part serves for a stove, fora kitchen or cook
DR C. M. KELSEY,
ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over
others for convenience, has to be soeu and used to
AStakon for a term ofyears therooms former be properly appreciated. Thoso wishing to pur
ly occupied by N. N. Ilill, immediately over chase will be but wiso to examine this before buy
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
ing elsewhere.
various duties of his profession with an experience
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
of over 16 yoars constant practice, and an acquain rious stylos and descriptions made andrepaired that
tance with all the late improvements in tho art, he was formerly made hero. Also, Plows and Plow
fools confident of giving entire satisfaction. The Shares, Wholesale and Retail: of the Long Plow,
bestsklll of tho profession warran tod to bo exercised right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Riser right and
in every case.
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
On hand a largestock of Dental Material lately Iron right, left, and tho Clipper and Combination
procured from the east.
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
Entranco on Main irtot, betweeon Taylor, Gantt 4c., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an oxcelA Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
lontarticle. Also, Castings, Machinery, 4c.to order.
April 19, 1859-tf____________________________ _
8. DAVIS 4 CO.
Apr24.
M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
’ SASH, DOOR AND BLIND

DENTIST,

H

JAMES BLANCHARI

Vegetable Life Pills

In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (1861) the solo
— AND—
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the
oldest nnd most eminent Medical Practitioners of
Phoenix Bitters.
and Retail Dealer
IIE high and envied celebrity which these pre the West, nnd it is directly predicated upon the
eminent Medicines have acquired for their in wants of Western people.
valuable efficacy in all the Diseases which they pro These Bitters derivo their stimulus from the pow
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
fing not only unnecessary, but unworthy of them. they- are
as they
un- i
, composed,, nnd
,
■, are,
.. by
■ , allaying
IN ALL CASES
natural cravings of.tho stomach, directly promotive
of Asthma, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec
tions of tho Bladder nnd Kidneys.
TempprnncP)
j
BILLIOUS FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, the present proprietor believes that in making them
In the South and West, where these diseases pre widely known the public welfare is subserved.
{
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Rabaek’s num- i
mers and others, who once use these Medicines, will erous Agents, and at Hotels, 4c. the country over.— I
never afterwards be without them.
In (he meantime, orders will be filled direct from
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES, Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates.
COSTIVENESS, COLDS AND COUGHS,
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and fecurely packed
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS,
in one doz. cases. Half doz. sample cases will, how
DROPSIES.
ever, be packed and sent to any address, if desired
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DrsrErsTA —No person with this distressingdisRetail Price, St pci bottle, or six for S3.
ease, should delay using these Medicines immedi
is
ately.
Principal offico and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourt
Eruptions of the Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati,
Fever and Ague.—For this scourge of the Wes Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
DRUGS, MEDICINES. CHEMICALS. POTTY
tern country, these Medicines will bo found a safe,
For sale in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B.
speedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave Russel, Mt. Vernon.
the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure
D. 4 D. S. Fry, Centieburg.
by these medicines is permanent
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Try
thorn.
Be
satisfied,
and
be
cured.
Montague, 4 Ilostck, Fredericktown.
Paints, Oil?, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye
F
otlxess
of
C
omplexion
—
R.
McCloud, Millwood.
Stuffs,
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS,
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, InBishop 4 Mishoy, North Liberty.
flainatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun
Hanna & Mercer, Bladensburg.
dice, Loss of Appetite.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, 4 Dowds, Amity,
Mercurial Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate
Gardner, Mt. Holly.
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES entirely all tho effects «f Mercury, infinately sooner A.
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
than the mest powerful preparation of Sarsaparilla.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
NIGHT SWEATS, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of
John Denny, lleller, and by druggists and mo
all kinds, ORGANIC AFFECTIONS.
chants generally throughout the U. 8. Jan 23.
Piles.—The original propiictor of these Medi
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
cines was cured of Piles of 35 years’ standing, by
the use of these Life Medicines alone.
HORACE WELSH,
PAINS in the Head, side, back, Joints and Or
gans.
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
Knox nnd the adjoining counties that bo is the
Rheumatism.— Those affected with this terrible
disease, will bo sure of relief by the Life Medicines
gent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S
PERFUMERY,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, ho hesi
Swellings.
tates not to say is the
Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst forms,Ulcers
Best Washing Machine
of every description.
now in uso in tho country. These machines are
Worms of all kinds are effectually expelled by manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon,
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES these
Medicines. Parents will do well to adminis and are sold at extremely low prices. Read tho fol
ter them whenever their existense is suspected. Re lowing certificate of persons well known in this com
lief will be certain.
munity :
The Life Pills and Phoenix Bitters
Mt. Verson, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1S61.
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
Wc the undersigned, would recommend G. IValkPURIFY THE BLOOD,
er’s Unicn Washer as one of tho most desirable im
And thus remove all disease from the system.
plements of household economy; and believe that it
Prepared and sold by
stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y
health of tho operator, freeing them from the inju
For salo by all Druggists.
Dcc25:y.
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
stroying fumes of the wash
L. M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
Henry P.aDsom,
Robert Watson,
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
BURNETT’S LORIMEL,
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
Ilellen M. Staunton,
Marv E. Wade,
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
E. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
A. IV. Hildreth,
Dorcus Beardsley,
Geo. IV. Jacks in,
IVm. Blair.
MRS. WIYSLOW,
for
March 5, ’61:tf.
MANUFACTUREH OF
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
sents to the attention of mothers, her

HERE maybe found a good assortment of
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning Wholesale
done on short notice and in good style. Country
Cabinet, Makers will do v. ell to give us a call.—
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly attendud to. A share of Public Patronago solicited.
Feb. 12, ’Cl:y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.

HE undersigned respectfully announces to the
citizons of Knox and the surrounding counties,
HE undersigned wishes to say that ho is still at
that he has greatly enlarged his business and
the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. I now prepared to offer suporior inducements to those
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now
who wish to purchase
in full operation. He is ready to greet all bis old
C'hcnp n.n<i GiCgiint Furniture.
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
shake of tho hand, social chatnnd then furnish them BUREAUS,
WARDROBES,
with any thing in the line of business they are to
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
be supplied with at this placo. The same business BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
is continued here as you will soo by advertisement.
CENTRE, PIER and
Come on Farmers and all others and support home
DINING TABLES;
industry.
M. C. FURLONG.
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COM?dON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, 4c.
\nd in fact, ovoiy article to befound in a first-class
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order
S. DAVIS &, CO.,
any article that may he called for. I employ the
MANUPACTURERS OF
vory best workmen to be had, and every article sold
the
MOWERS'AND REAPERS will be warranted. I solicit a continnat
liberal patronage heretofore oxtend to me.
CALLED THE
JOSEPH
McCORMICK.
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
HE most simple in construction and porfoct in
PNDERTARIXCi.
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia
ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far- The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar
ed to attend funerals in either town or country.
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
Come and trv
notico. I can be fonr, d it my Furniture
FURLONG FOUNDRY, shortest
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theabovo ward Block, Mt. Vernon, O.
representations will be realized or no salo. Also,
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.

A CARD.

STORE.

MEAT MARKET.

Joscpli Beolitell
AKES pleasure in ananouncing to his old
friends and customers that
he still continues to keep
for sale the very best of
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
and Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to
Woodward Ilall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron
age ho has retoro hereceived.
April 27-tf

T

HOLTON HOUSE,
KEWAKK, O23IO.

T

Drugs and Medicines,

R’

FAMILY

MEDICINES,

O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to
mo since I became proprieter of this House, and
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make
the Hollon House rank equal to any house in this
part of the Stato, and my Guasts shall have my an BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
divided attention for their comfort, while they re
Valuable Farm for Sale.
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
KlCTOflY.'
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
AGUES of Valuable Land, all under fence, maine my guest3.
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house
^UE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM TnEIR ej\J\J 200 clearod, aud under good state of culti
softening
the gums, reducion all inflamation—will
Particular caro in compounding Physicians Pre
octi l.’nfltf.
. friends and the public generally, that they hawc vation, and containing agood frame Dwelling house,
allav all pain and spasmodic action, nnd is
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
wmeved their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
SURE
TO
ItKUCLATE TIIE BOW ELS.
Jan. 29, 1SC0.
West of High Street, whore, in connection with S. and two orchards of grafted frnit, situate in
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
Davis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order,
selves, and
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
on short notice,
BELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
Doors,Sash, Blinds aud Mouldings 6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3i miles from FredeIt not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block, orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
Of all tho various patterns. Surface and Irregular icklown. Said premises are well situated, and are
CUAIR.S,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. watered with seven good springs, and two large
gives
tone nnd energy to tho whole system. It will
W., would ask for tho now firm a continuance of the streams of running water. Said land will be sold all WHOLESALE and re tail Sign or the Red Bedstead, and almost instantly relieve
in one loz, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
—embracing—
patronage to liborallv bestowed on the old one.
Bolden diair.
GRIPING IN TIIE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
6iiit purchasers, and sold on time.
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
BYERS A PATTERSON.
and overcome convulsions, which ifnot speedily rem
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
Mt. Vernon, O., Juno 12, I860.
edied, end in death. Wo believe it tho BEST and
daniel mcdowell,
ROSEWOOD, MAHOGANY AND WALNUT,
AKES pleasure in announcing SUREST REMEDY IN TnE WORLD, in all cases
BOOT AND SHOE
Dr. D. McBRI AR,
SUITABLE FOR
to the citizens of Mt. Vernon of DYSENTERY and DIARRCEA IN CHILDREN,
Parlors,
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other
and vicinity, that having been in
Chambers,
and
the
business
for 39 years, in this cause. Wo would say to every mother who has a
fTUIE subscriber respectfully inDining Rooms,
place, he continues to manufacture child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints
. I forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon
EQUAL TO ANT IN
Sar^oon Dentist,
CHAIRSand BEDSTEADS of every —DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE
• and tho public generally, that he
YITOULD respectfully inform tho citizens of Mt.
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
description, at his stand in Ban PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between yon
has removed his shop a door South of
V V Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per his old stand, to
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be
AND
AT
ning’s Building where he hop
the South-west corner of the Public
manently l
1 in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
by making good work, and selling SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the
LOWER I’RIFES.
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub Squaro, whero he is propared to manufacture Boots
at low prices, to receive a continna use of this medicino, if timely used. Full directions
stantial style of the act. mid I would say to those nnd Shoos of every description, to order, upon the Every Article made by hand & Warranted. ion of theliberal patronage that has heretofore been for using will accompany each bottle. None genu
who may favor mo with their patronage, that my shortest notice and in the very boststyle.
extonded to him. All his work is made of tho very ine unless tho fac-simile of CURTIS 4 PERKINS,
Ho keeps none but tho most experienced work
Cabinet-MaRers
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
best material, and will be warranted to givo entire New York, is on the outside rapper.
rability with anv in the State. I would also say to men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
tho.’o who are ofllicted with Diseased mouths, that rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this
jy!2:y
in Knox County.
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT pectfully solicited.
I am prepared t > treat all diseases of the mouth un city or elsewhere.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
He keeps none but the host material, and has con
THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
der any form. Also to renrovo tumors from the
J. B. BELL,
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
Warerooms, Nos. 77 and 79 Third Street,
month or antrum. AU operations warranted, and stantly on hand the host quality of French calfskin,
March 26, 1861.
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
ISAAC A. ISAACS
mar. 17.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
modorato caarges. I have taken a lease of my pres kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroe’s, lage
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN B. HAHT
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
YITILL select and enter Lands, locate Land War
with tho refusal of ten. The best of references description.
PENNOCK & HART,
manufacti’hf.hs of
T V rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call
las bo riven.
[June 19, 1860.
[Of
the
late
firm
of
Penn
ock,
Mitchell
&
Co.,]
Particular
attention
paid
to
Conveyancing,
Paying
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
and loavo thoir measures, as tho best evidence will
FOR MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
Jb"u.l’to>ix Fonnclry, Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin
MOUNT VERNON
then be given of the truth of his assertion.
Window Shutters, Guards, &c.
Importer and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeros, Vest
ing Titles.
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
May 7, 18Gl-2mo
C. WEBER.
Nos. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
ings, Tailors’ Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.—
Refer to Judge Valey and Eng. Burnand.New (Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, PA, Also, sole agent for the salo of
PITTSBURGH, PA.
HE SUBSCRIBER would call tho attention ol
CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and York; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon,
Bown & Telley,
AVE on hand a variety of now Patterns, fanoy
Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines
tho publie to the fact, that tho Old Lucerne Fac
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all Marshall 4 Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman’
and plain, suitable for all purposes. I’articu- and Storr’s Antoinaton, Pressman, and dealer in
tory is removed to Mt. I ernon, at
sizes. Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton’
larattention paid to enclosing GravcLots. Jobbing
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
Sewing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads 4c.
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
May 20.
dono at short notice.
marS
MPORTERS anddealorsin doublo and single bar Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL,
I’ ronts for Houses, and Miscellaneous Castings
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for do
rel shotguns, sport ing apparatus, gun makers ma Iron
made to order.
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland,
PATENT OFFICE AGENCY,
Land Warrants.
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to
terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio-___________________
April 16.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
reooive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere, manufacturers,a splendidassortment of Celt’s Repeat
H. BURRIDGE
[May5.]
J. BRAINARD.
sending them to the undersigned, can have them
Saitinett, Blankets and FlauDel on Shares or by the ing Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of which
L & >1. i’ilH l.iPS.
TAYLOR,
GRISWOLD
&
CO.,
loaned
to
pre-emptors
of
the
public
lands,
at
two
Yard.
wo will 3ell for cash at as low prices as they can bo
OIL CLOTH MANUFACTURERS,
Dealers in allkinds Foreign and Domestic
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year se
Also, Carding and Spinning: Carding Rolls and boughtin thecity of New York. Persons going to
And Dealers in all kinds of
cured by the land entered with the warrant."
Cloth-Dressing dono on Short Notico. All work Australiaand California will find that they can do bet
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply of I X D I A RUBBER, (GOODS
This is an excellent chance for investment, the
warranted dona in tho best manner and as cheap as ter by purchasing their equipage at home,than they
Wall
Paper,
Window
Blinds,
Window
Shades
JVlaao
under Goody ear’s Patent.,
ALSO
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having’ the
can among strangers—as wo givo persons a chance to
Nos. 26 d? 28 St.. Clair Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
the cheapest.
and Curtain Fixtures, at
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C.,
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o
Wool will bo received at the Old Factory at Lu- try any of the above pistols before leaving thecity,
©LDROYD’S BOOK 4 JEWELRY STORE.
GENTS for the sale of India Rubber Belting,
AT wholesale and retail,
the finest lands in the West.
nd in case of a failure wo refund the money.
jerue and wprkroiurned.
H- E- WILKINSON.
IloseandSteam Packing. Also,PatentStretch
Marchl3tf
NO. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,0HI0.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
BOWN 4 TETLEY.
d aud Riveted Leather Belting.
Tunel9.
i Sept. Ilztf.
Cleveland, April 6:ly.
BLANKS
of
all
kinds
for
sale
at
this
Office.
June 30.
Omaha City, Neb. Ter.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.

I

T

SOOTHING SYRUP,

WOOD WELL’S
FURNITURE
CHAIR AAD BEDSTEAD HAA'lFACTORT,

T

M AN U FACTORY!

WOOLEN FACTORY!

T

A

H

I

P

STAPLE AND FiJSCY DRY GOODS.

JUST RECEIVED

F

A

PREPARED BY

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.
LOWELL, MASS.
Price, 81 per Bottle j Six Bottles for $5.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself sueli a renown for the cure of every
variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is cntirciy •'unnccessary for us to recount the evidence of its
virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long
been in constant use throughout this section, we need
not
more than assure the people its quality is kept
Up to the best it ever has been, and that it may be relied
ou to do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.
_
.
.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
POB THE CURE OP

Costivenoss, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dysen
tery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles,
Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases, Liver
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and Salt Rheum,
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, and for
Purifying the Wood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensitive can
take them pleasantly, and they are the best aperient in
the world for all the purposes of a family physic.

Pries, 25 cents per Pox; Five boxes for $1.00.

Great numbers cf Clergymen, Physicians, Statesmen,

and eminent personages, have lent tlicir names to cer
tify the unparalleled usefulness of these remedies, but
our space here will not permit the insertion of them.
The Agents below named furnish gratis our American
Almanac, in which they are given; with also full
descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment
that should be followed for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other
preparations they make more profit on. Demand
Ayer’s, and take no others. The sick want the best
aid there is for them, and they should have it.

All our Remedies are far sale by

J. Blanchard, S. IV. Lippitt, IV. B. Russell,

and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-ly.

FREDERICKTOWX FOUNDRY.

L. D. RANKIN', Proprietor.

TFIIE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens
I of Knox and the surrounding counties that he
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
Knox county, Ohio, whero he manufactures and
keops on hand a general assortment of

COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
PAOWN OF ALL KINDS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned aud ve
ry cheap, are rnado at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my establishment will
he warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus
tomers, and will be sold at prices equally as low if
not lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.
The patronage of the public is solicited.
marl 5
L. D. RANKIN.

Huff & .TlcCov’s

COMMR.CIAEL COLLEGE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

T

IIE thorough manner in which Students of this
Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu
siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of

The Business Man's College!
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac
tical. All the late forms nnd improvements are in
troduced, and tho Faculty will guarantee any one
after ho has completed the course, to he fully quali
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen
manship, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Law
Political Economy, Elocution, 4c.

TERMS:
For full nnd unlimited Course, $40.
Students can enter atany time andreview at plea
sure.
The usual timo to complete the couse is from 8 to
10 weeks.
Good boarding can he
1$2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma <fce., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6
McCOY 4 Co., Columbus, O.

$35.00

ATS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop
ular and successful Commercial School in the
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu
cated for business here within the past three years,
same of whom have been employed as Book-keepera
at salaries of

P

2,000 Per Annum,
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en
ter at any time, and review when they please, with
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof.
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship,and.
a large Engraving of tho College, inelose twenty-five
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
JENKINS 4 SMITIT,
jan 22-ly
Pittsburgh, Pa.

WM BLYNN,
Having removed to

NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,

T

RUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him
at his new location. lie will soon mako an adf
dition to his already large stock, a new assortment o

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, -

Fancy Articles for the Holidays.
.^9^ lie shall aim, in good6, prices, and attention,
to please tho public.
[Columbus, 0, Nov. 20.

